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FOREWORD 
 
Patricia Prime, Auckland, New Zealand  
 
Richard Straw's collection of haibun, The Longest Time, is, in its own 
way, about explorations and discoveries of the self which are as much 
cerebral and metaphysical as geographical and physical. Mostly, the 
paths readers are taken along by Straw have origins that are intriguing 
and transits that are stimulating. Each haibun describes a memory—from 
childhood growing up in a "walk-up apartment above a soda shop" to the 
poet making resolutions to himself in one of the final haibun, "Whether 
Together or Apart," before going to sleep: 
 

What was it I told myself last night before going to sleep? 
Just before the headlights dimmed against the wall, after 
the last neighbor pulled into the parking lot outside my 
window, I'd promised myself something that I can't 
remember now, even though with three cups of coffee 
drunk and a fourth one brewing on the hotplate. I haven't 
been able to remember anything lately unless I wrote it 
down. 

 
Straw's opening line to the succinct haibun "First Impressions" 
exemplifies the ethos behind this collection. Memory, confrontation, and 
deconstruction: this is a book laden with possibilities and the 
permutations and permeations that result from the memories of a 
lifetime. So often these haibun arise out of an engagement with the 
personal and the landscape, real but also charged with poetic diction. 
Take the following prose excerpt from "A Helping Hand": 
 

And I peer past my ear into the black air register from 
which, as if quaking in my bedroom on the other side, Fay 
Wray screams and screams and screams as she's carried 
into the jungle by King Kong. 

 
Here the reader's taken through a landscape that's at once familiar and yet 
subjective, a combination that ensures that our view of the recognizable 
and intimate can become at once estranged and unfamiliar. The entire 
transformation hinges upon memory—upon whether what is remembered 
is truthful or a fabrication with a kernel of truth which transforms it. 
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It's a battle of words versus memory that's present in all the haibun. 
"Sunday Drive" (illustrated by a photo of the poet's parents) is an 
evocation of a visit to a relative's farm: 
 

Our parents take my sister and me to a relative's farm near 
Sunbury. The barnyard's full of running headless chickens 
and a crazed dog. The farmer uses a tree stump as a 
chopping block. Much later his son dies James Dean style 
on graduation night. 
 
empty space 
where flower pots were 
a wasp returns 

 
"Katallagete," apart from being indicative of Straw's delight in playing 
with recall, assumption, locale and history, personal and collective, also 
epitomizes an authorial interest in friendship and the poetical exploration 
of youthful experiences: 
 

Bright spots are rare in this small town, even on Christmas 
Eve. Earlier tonight, after watching a campy movie in a 
cold theater, I joined a couple of older friends, Junior and 
Jesse, to go caroling. Rather than ask them to drop me off 
at home later, I agreed to chug-a-lug beers at their 
apartment above Jack's TV shop. Then, on Junior's dare, 
we almost got shot at by Foxy on Senate Street because of 
something Jesse said to one of Foxy's girls. We got 
separated at The Attic after I was pushed down the wide 
wooden stairs for getting up on the bar with a go-go-
dancer. 

 
"Festival of Lights" is a lovely depiction of nature observed on a journey 
home from work in wintertime: 
 

I drive home from work. Bright colors frame windows and 
doors; electric candles rest on windowsills. Pine branches 
drape entry ways, even garage doors. Pulsing lights reveal 
the limbs of leafless saplings. Wooden Santas, nutcracker 
soldiers, and white deer pose on snowless lawns.  
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at home 
blue menorah candles 
smolder 

 
Several haibun focus on Straw's father. "Stronger Grip" reflects on his 
father's illness in a heartbreaking contemplation. Before the writer 
hurries off to catch a plane, he plays a childhood game with his father 
who is in a private hospital room: 
 

I tell him that I have to hurry back to the airport for a 
midday flight. Then I reach for his hand, and we play an 
old game: "Who has the stronger grip?" This time, I let 
him win. I try to smile as I say, "Bye, take care." 

 
After saying goodbye and talking to a nurse, the poet tells us his reaction: 
 

I rush into a bathroom and begin sobbing. I continue to 
cry in the empty elevator, then in the rental car all the way 
to the airport, quieting finally on the packed plane.  
 
Easter snapshot  
a boy and his dad  
cast one shadow 

 
"Handed On," is a fraught personal reaction to the father's death and 
funeral. It is a personification of all the conflicts—belief-versus-practice, 
memory-versus-history, public-versus-private space—that engage 
Straw's work: 
 

Before the funeral service began, my cousins gave me a 
silver frame, "In Loving Memory of My Father...," with a 
photo of dad and me shaking hands and smiling on one of 
our birthdays 20 years before. A pianist played favorite 
hymns, the new minister from dad and mom's church did 
the eulogy, and solemn men from dad's lodge performed 
from memory a ceremony in his honor. Asked to say a few 
words, I merely recited with a bowed head Psalm 23 from 
an open Bible:  
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rain on a road 
before his coffin is closed 
touching dad's hand 

 
In the lengthy haibun "Sketching from Life," Straw rightly notes his 
father's dislikes and his lifelong job as a welder, and his discovery of a 
sketch he found on the table a week before his father died: 
 

Dad did one other sketch that I found on his kitchen 
dinette table the week before he died. He drew it with a 
ballpoint pen in blue ink on a brown envelope containing a 
coffee-table book I'd mailed him for what turned out to be 
his final birthday the year before. 

 
The poignancy of this haibun, with its meticulous attention to detail and 
its reference to a birthday present that will never be looked at, is 
extremely touching. 
 
With equally heartfelt empathy, in "Perennials," Straw writes about his 
mother: "After 50 years with multiple sclerosis, every nerve she has is 
scarred. And since dad's death, premature senility has taken her mind." 
He completes the haibun with this poignant memory of his mother: 
 

During her first winter there, mom told me she'd been 
studying "a large menacing goldfish" in the front lobby's 
aquarium. She said that most of the other fish in the tank 
had disappeared, except for one or two hiding in corners. 
She whispered, "I've always been a small fish watching 
and staying out of the way of larger fish." 
 
long winter 
in an untended flowerbed 
tulip bulbs 

 
For Straw the personal so often acts as a medium transporting haibun and 
reader to another terrain—historical, psychological, religious and 
physical. As well as seriousness, there's a great deal of playfulness to be 
had here too. Take, for instance, the powerful "Fiddling On," a haibun 
scanning symbolic and real events. In this excerpt, Straw writes about a 
photo he shows to his children: 
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The kids study it, but draw blanks. So, I tell them that 
years ago my mom photographed my dad, his brother, and 
me in an Ohio apple orchard. Dad's and my uncle's sacks 
are chock full and sit lopsided in tall grass. The apples 
lasted until Thanksgiving and went into pies served hot 
with vanilla ice cream. Our kids never met my uncle, 
though, and they saw my dad just once or twice. They 
barely recognize me with my moustache and long hair. 

 
This is typical of Straw's trick throughout The Longest Time: to guide the 
reader along trajectories that derive intensity from memory and locale. 
Quite simply, the book moves us. Through its charting of historical and 
emotional spectrums, we're untroubled in attaining the collection's higher 
philosophy. 
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   Old photographs 
How I long to know my parents 

   Before I was born! 
 

James Luguri 
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS 
 
The two-storied brick building's still in use, facing west on the village's 
main street, about a block from an Indian-named river that every few 
years floods cornfields and the road going north. Little else is the same, 
however, in my childhood neighborhood and home, which was in a 
walk-up apartment above a soda shop. The meat locker, barbershop, and 
restaurant in the building's ground floor have all changed hands or closed 
altogether, their former owners gone elsewhere, some to the cemetery on 
the river's other shore. 
 
The photographs at least haven't faded. In one snapshot taken half a 
century ago, cars are still angle-parked in tree shade in front of the 
restaurant's doorway where dad in his factory clothes carries my sister, 
wrapped in a blanket, in his arms. Another shows mom on the same 
sidewalk with my preschool sister and me as a toddler, all in our Sunday 
best. Indoor shots reveal a high-ceilinged living room with flower-
patterned wallpaper, a playroom with Jack and Jill painted on a wall, and 
a kitchen with a wooden shelf shaped like a crescent moon with stairs. 
 
Our parents often talked at meals about the past. One of their stories was 
about an elderly baby-sitter who roused the firemen across the street to 
run their hose up our apartment's stairwell to douse the curtains that 
caught fire above the gas stove. Another time, acting on a tip from the 
barber, our mom in her waitress uniform ran to find us on the nearby 
bridge, where my sister was urging me to jump into the greenish-brown 
river. One night in my bedroom alcove off the living room, where the 
soft light of the neon sign from the restaurant below filled the air with an 
undersea glow, I dreamed of fish swimming out of water, the first dream 
mom and dad ever remembered me telling them. 
 
faraway stars 
over a distant hometown 
autumn chill 
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HOME 
 
Through the Great Depression and World War II, my dad spends his 
youth in an old two-story in the west end of an Ohio factory town. When 
he and his young wife return from their elopement in Kentucky, soon 
after the atomic bombs fall on Japan, they stay there with his parents. 
Grandpa and grandma move their four-poster and oak armoire 
downstairs into the dining room and add a kitchen on the second floor, 
across the hall from the home's only bathtub. When my sister is born, an 
upstairs nursery is added. The house soon feels crowded though and too 
noisy for everyone, so my parents take my sister to a village by a river 
10 miles to the south where I'm born. And grandpa, when he finds 
himself all alone much later, decides to auction off everything and move 
in with his only daughter and her common-law husband. The still-sound 
structure is renovated as a duplex with bright white aluminum siding. 
It isn't a difficult renovation. 
 
up the gravel drive… 
into evergreens 
grandpa spits dark juice 
 
dark wet lawn 
grandpa grips a bedpost 
and talks of his wife 
 
Dad's boyhood home has a large, sloping front yard, as do most of the 
neighboring houses on that side of the street. Even though the address 
ends with "boulevard," the road's not divided and there's no grassy 
median. Two overgrown evergreen bushes lining the eight or so steps up 
from the slate sidewalk in front disappear. So do the evergreens and 
shade trees by the front porch and along the newly paved driveway on 
the house's right side. I don't trespass to look, but the grape arbor out 
back is gone, too, along with the single tall pear tree that shades the 
sagging back porch and a small grove of cherry trees beyond the grape 
vines on a wire line and a large crabapple tree near the single-car garage. 
 
In the middle of a large side yard on the house's left side, not far from the 
stone cistern, there's a fenced-in, circular rose garden. After grandma 
dies in the middle of the Cold War, her roses are no longer pruned, and 
the garden goes wild, a place for breeze-blown candy wrappers and 
sweet-smelling weeds. Worse, the house is left unpainted for decades, 
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and its warped garage along the back of the lot fills up with grandpa's 
salvaged metal, scavenged lumber, and broken car parts and tools, all of 
it auctioned or scrapped when the house is sold. The new owners tear 
down the garage and add a tidy bungalow to rent where ghosts of 
grandma's red and yellow roses bloom each spring.  
 
cornbread and beans  
and coffee with cream… 
painting grandpa's kitchen 
 
home movie 
grandpa high on a ladder 
in his pear tree  
 
Several sets of tracks are hidden by that dark, oil-smelling garage. They 
lead to a railroad yard with a large repair shop for freight cars and a coal 
tipple for steam locomotives. Grandpa talks of many, many odd jobs, not 
a single career, and ends up as a notary public of private used car sales. 
But while Ty Cobb steals bases, he's a rail yard paymaster's assistant. 
In his warm kitchen, I often listen to him, as train horns blow, talk about 
a dangerous hump that brakemen ride. One man stands atop a single car, 
he says, and rides down the hump to form different trains car by car by 
car. The only way to stop a railcar, empty or full, is with its hand brake, 
and a few brakemen die on the job. As if it has meaning for my childish 
ears, he likes to repeat the tale of a young brakeman's widow who 
parades like a flirt around Five Points in her black mourning dress and 
veil before her husband's coffin has even settled in its grave. 
 
Down the other side of the tracks, visible to a grandchild from the tops of 
the cherry trees out back, stands the empty factory where my dad and his 
older brother start working as welders at the end of World War II. Three 
shifts of overhead crane operators load flatbed railcars with disassembled 
parts of big coal mining shovels and drills, as well as two land crawlers 
that haul Atlas rockets and Shuttle payloads to the launchpads at Cape 
Canaveral. At night, after a hot summer day, sounds of metal clanging 
from tall, open factory windows echo across the tracks smelling still of 
fresh tar and cinder. 
 
front porch lilacs 
we hide by chaw-stained curtains 
from my drunk aunt's beau 
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IN THE GARDEN 
 
My first home is a second-floor apartment in a village near a river. 
For my sister and me, mom sketches and paints Jack and Jill and other 
nursery rhyme characters on the walls of an extra bedroom. Every 
birthday and Christmas, gifts arrive to fill our round circus toy chest, 
dark red and vinyl. Dolls come to visit my sister's metal toy house and 
my farm set, then rest in their basinet and wooden cribs. My sister 
prepares them meals on a metal kitchen set or hands them to me as I 
stretch out in a child-sized red armchair with footstool next to my riding 
fire truck until they and I fall asleep.  
 
a light snow 
all of the gravestones 
becoming one 
  
Dad drives a local school bus after working midnights as a welder, and 
he has to hitchhike or walk 10 miles to the factory each evening because 
he doesn't own a car. Mom works as a waitress at a restaurant 
downstairs, then gets a second-shift job making rubber hoses at another 
factory farther down river. She rides to work with her sister-in-law, but 
collapses in exhaustion one night, her first onset of multiple sclerosis.  
 
snow flurries 
names of relatives 
neatly erased 
  
On weekends, mom and dad walk my sister and me to a dairy bar around 
the corner for banana splits, to the barbershop next door for news and 
gossip, maybe to the bridge over the river near the cemetery to watch the 
geese and the fishermen. Nothing's much more than a walk's distance 
away. 
 
whitened graveyard 
the grieving stone angel 
with snow-filled wings 
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A HELPING HAND 
 
As I lie back on the worn hall carpet, everything familiar is topsy-turvy. 
I imagine slipping over the doorframe between the living and dining 
rooms and not having to go above my knees to peek through the gap in 
the curtains. The upside-down bakery and fruit stand across the street are 
locked in late afternoon shadows between the elms, whose tops are 
rooted in the darkening sky. I wiggle head first around the unlit 
chandelier, which sticks like a turtle shell to the center of the living room 
ceiling. And I peer past my ear into the black air register from which, as 
if quaking in my bedroom on the other side, Fay Wray screams and 
screams and screams as she's carried into the jungle by King Kong. 
 
hand outstretched 
dad stands over me 
long summer night 
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THE LONGEST TIME 
 
They're all gone, first my grandmas, then their husbands. The tall, thin 
grandma died from grief by her own hand long before I was born, and 
the heavy-set, diabetic one from "sugar" when I was 5. My grandpas 
lived on, well into their 90s. The stocky tobacco chewer with a Cherokee 
mother had no birth record, so his life span is a guess, while the skinny 
vo-ag teacher survived his wife's suicide, as well as stomach cancer, and 
remarried.  
 
His short, thin, white-haired lady with buckled high heels, horn-rimmed 
glasses, and a glad laugh was the only grandma I'd known, the last of my 
grandparents to leave. Sunday visits to her home in a small village north 
of town were often rewarded with meatloaf, scalloped potatoes, fruit 
Jell-O with marshmallows and white icing, lemonade, and a red apple 
pared by grandpa in a single spiral string.  
 
More frequent drives across town to my other grandpa's home, next to 
the railroad tracks and factory, sometimes included offers to share his 
favorite meal of ham and Navy beans in ketchup, homemade cornbread 
with real butter, hot or cold chocolate milk, and a yellowish-green pear 
picked, with its bruises cut out, by grandpa from his tree out back.  
 
Visiting their homes also meant sitting on worn, sun-faded carpets as the 
adults talked, or standing in winter astride a wide coal furnace floor grate 
and studying floral patterns in the drapes and wallpaper. When tired or 
bored, I'd rock asleep in a swivel armchair with swan-neck armrests or 
pull from a hall closet tubes of nicked Tinkertoys and a wobbly wooden 
card table for Canasta. While playing hide-and-seek with my bachelor 
grandpa's grumpy Pekingese, I'd climb onto a lumpy mattress atop a 
wooden four-poster. Walking down narrow stairs into their damp, dark 
cellars to look for canned tomatoes and jams or jars of hoarded pennies 
took the longest time.  
 
day trip with my kids  
to a restored farmhouse...  
the mustiness 
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FOREVER 
 
As a child, I thought life would go on forever. The arrival, gradual 
climax, and passing of each season went so slowly that the view from our 
living room armchair of a grove of maples never appeared to change. 
The vista through the elms that arched over the avenue leading 
downtown before we turned off toward church each week seemed to 
meet at an "unvanishing" point—the county courthouse clock's hands at 
8. The cookie jar remained ever full no matter how many homemade 
peanut butter and oatmeal cookies I dunked in milk. On Sunday 
afternoons, we'd travel familiar country roads or cross-town, tree-lined 
streets to visit grandparents, aunts and uncles, and cousins. The sting of a 
coal shovel hitting a sidewalk crack buried in thick wet snow would 
sometimes jolt me awake. But then a last glimpse of our living room 
when I'd ascend the stairs and reach with my right hand for the smooth 
maple banister would restore order again. 
 
After 9 p.m., the street corner traffic light outside my window flashed red 
for the side street and pulsed yellow for the main road. The blinking red 
and yellow blended on my bedroom's mustard-colored wall above the 
glass-topped desk and against the shut closet door. The heartbeat rhythm 
of its orange glow soothed me as I waited for sleep, then drifted off. 
In summer, through the window screen, I could hear turning tires on wet 
streets mixed with rain in Chinese elms. Or the radios of cars 
approaching, pausing at the intersection, then receding would sometimes 
play songs in synch with the traffic light's steady, clicking beat. Once in 
a while, a bird would stir above the crickets' chirring. Each night, trains 
would wail their horns at crossings, but the clanking of their freight and 
coal cars on the rails was muffled by distance. The theme songs, laugh 
tracks, and dialogue of sitcoms and Westerns broadcast too late for me to 
watch would echo off the stairwell's walls into the upstairs hallway then 
into my room: "Have Gun, Will Travel…Wire Paladin, San Francisco." 
 
Now, this almost endless string of commuter traffic… 
 
stoplight in rain 
a car radio plays 
"Let It Be" 
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SUNDAY DRIVE 
 
Our parents take my sister and me to a relative's farm near Sunbury. 
The barnyard's full of running headless chickens and a crazed dog. 
The farmer uses a tree stump as a chopping block. Much later, his son 
dies James Dean style on graduation night. 
 
empty space 
where flower pots were 
a wasp returns 
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"BUSY BEING BORN" 
 
It's early December, and thick snowflakes are falling, brightening what's 
left of an afternoon. My sister and I clomp home in our unsnapped black 
galoshes the half-block from the elementary school. We try not to drop 
our latest artwork on the wet slate sidewalk. The yellow-curtained 
outside basement door is unlocked. So, we droop our wet caps and 
scarves and coats on the rickety clotheshorse at the bottom of the steps. 
Ice melts from our boots and socks, which we leave on yesterday's 
newspaper spread over a rug on the landing. Our cats sniff at the ice 
puddles as we climb the stairs.  
 
In the overheated kitchen, mom's baking sugar cookies shaped like pine 
trees and sprinkling them with sweet green crystals. Shiny metal cookie 
cutters for a bell, a star, and a snowman wait on floured wax paper 
spread across the black countertop. When dad gets home from the 
factory, mom tells us, we'll all go out after supper to find a live 
Christmas tree. And by bedtime, just as she promised, a tall evergreen 
has been wedged into a red metal tripod base filled with tap water. The 
tree's too wide for the sun-room where mom's caged canaries sing, so it 
fills a space to the right of the red brick fireplace. Mom spreads old 
sheets below it to catch any falling needles. Next to the bare tree, our 
tee-shirted dad sits in a black armchair, his feet in gray socks crossed on 
a footstool. Mom tells him that pine smells better than his Pall Malls and 
Maxwell House coffee. He laughs a "good night," then reopens the 
newspaper with his big hands as we hurry with mom up the stairs. 
 
The next morning, a Saturday, dad brings down boxes of Christmas 
decorations from the attic and helps mom string the tree with blinking 
white lights and the more fragile ornaments. They top it with an electric, 
golden-winged angel, but let us toss the tinsel and hang the ornaments 
we made at school and in church. As a last item, I hook a thin, long-faced 
wooden Santa in a threadbare suit next to my sister's pink plastic 
ballerina in a white tutu. Mom hangs from golden hooks on the wooden 
mantel red stockings trimmed in white and stuffed with candy, bubble 
gum, and other treats for each of us, even the cats.  
 
On Sunday, there's something new on the blond TV cabinet. The old 
clock that usually sits on faded white lace, the one with the pretty girl on 
a swing, is gone. In its place a new crèche rests between two toy spruces 
on green felt, all sprinkled with white glitter to look like snow. A hole for 
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the Star of Bethlehem has been cut into the stable's front panel, and an 
electric socket for a night light is in the back. Angels of the Lord, the 
Wise Men, sheep and shepherds (one with a lamb on his shoulders), and 
a camel form a half-circle before the wood-paneled stable. A cow 
reclines nearby under a poinsettia. Jesus is in his manger, and Mary and 
Joseph kneel beside him.  
 
Two weeks before Christmas on a late gray Sunday afternoon, dad and 
mom bundle us into the back seat of their red-and-white Ford Fairlane. 
We drive downtown, turn right at the courthouse, then head north on 
Main. Turning left at the radio station near the pet clinic, we begin to see 
white cornfields partially crossed by thin-slatted snow fences. The wind 
tries to push the high drifts closer to the lonely farmhouses and silent 
silos and barns. We glide over the hump of a railroad track and slowly 
ease across a one-lane bridge. Brown seedpods of cattails and tall shrubs 
tell where the riverbanks end. 
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Across from a Methodist church in mom's old home village, we pile out 
under a streetlight. Entering a small house by its back door, we leave our 
boots in a mudroom attached to a cluttered garage. Opening the door to 
the flower-wallpapered kitchen releases a wave of warmth and smells of 
ham, meatloaf, green beans, mashed and scalloped potatoes, and coffee. 
The room's abuzz with aunts in aprons who say "hello, how are you," and 
reprimand uncles for dipping their fingers in the pots. My sister and I 
quickly find the little room behind the stairs where we play Old Maid 
and Chutes 'n' Ladders with our cousins.  
 
After supper, an uncle snores in an armchair, a baby on his lap, while the 
others talk with grandpa and grandma in the kitchen about the new 
President's first year in office. The men have more cherry pie and sip 
creamy, sugared coffee. The women finish up the dishes. On the carpet 
in the glow of the TV, my favorite cousin and I giggle as we watch 
Tiger Lily lean and sing and prance and dance with her band of Indian 
friends: "Ugga wugga wigwam!...Ugga wugga meatball!!" 
 
spiraling snow  
shadows of footprints  
on a front yard 
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THE HOLIDAYS 
 

A modern Christmas is the very OPPOSITE of the first 
Christmas. Poverty and emptiness surrounded Jesus' birth in a 
stable. It had to be a very miserable experience for him and his 
parents. Perhaps it symbolized mankind's essential poverty, 
emptiness, and nothingness. Not so today's artificial, glitzy, 
frenetic shopping-mall Christmas. 

 
over a house 
with no Christmas lights 
clouds and a star 
 
Half a century ago, the commercialism of a modern Christmas hadn't yet 
become apparent to my sister and me as youngsters in central Ohio. Our 
parents, true blue-collars, frugal offspring of the Great Depression, knew 
about it though. They worked overtime, striving to save what money they 
could for Christmas gifts while also paying off a mortgage and a car 
loan. But grocery bills, utility bills, and many, many doctor bills, mostly 
for mom's undiagnosed MS and later dad's near loss of his right leg after 
a fall on an I-beam on the factory floor, made that hard to do. Bills, bills, 
ills... Balancing the checkbook for our mom, a former B.F. Goodrich 
rubber hose factory laborer and later a General Telephone long-distance 
operator, must have seemed like a high wire act. In the evening, she'd 
freeze at the dining table while staring first at a stack of bills and then at 
the checkbook, a blue ballpoint pen in one hand and under the other an 
old black-keyed adding machine, a gift from her older brother, a self-
employed accountant with a Catholic wife and eight kids. 
 
a winter night 
rooms no longer shabby  
in the dark 
 
As American Baptists, our parents celebrated Christmas with us, of 
course, and tried hard not to plunge too far into debt. They sometimes 
may have spent too much though, especially before my sister and I 
started to go to school—tricycles, stuffed animals, a kitchen set, toy 
trucks and cars, dolls, a Civil War set, most of it brought down from the 
attic, bid on, and sold, along with the house, after our dad died much 
later. Until then, as we became teenagers, they continued to add to the 
pile under each year's live Christmas tree―bicycles, wind instruments, 
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new clothes, cameras, backpacks and compasses for scout camps, 
transistor radios, stamp and coin books, a telescope, matching Sears 
Dynavox record players with the first Beatles songs on 45s...  
 
Christmas gift tags 
where the auction wagon stood 
sunlit, trampled yard 
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"THE NIGHT, THE NIGHT ALONE IS OLD..." 
 

 
 
As a family, we liked attending church services and Sunday School all 
year long. But we loved Christmastime most of all when, instead of just 
"Onward, Christian Soldiers," "Faith of Our Fathers," and similarly 
weighty standards from the thick Baptist hymnal, which had no pictures, 
we'd also sing "Silent Night," "What Child Is This?" and other carols 
from colorful, hand-sized picture booklets that we got to take home. 
A fresh pine scent from Christmas wreaths would fill the sanctuary, 
replacing the sometimes stale smell of a funeral home variety of flowers 
on each side of the communion table. The old janitor and a gray-haired 
deacon hung a pine wreath below each stained-glass window and 
trimmed the balcony above the Wednesday night prayer rooms with 
branches of fresh-cut pine. One Sunday evening in early December, my 
sister on her clarinet and I on my trumpet played a Christmas carol 
medley as the minister's wife at the baby grand guided us through each 
tune. Only a few worshippers besides our parents sat in the pews on that 
wintry night.  
 
cold, gray clouds 
in a lancet window  
a boy in hiding 
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WHERE DID YOU GO? OUT… 
 
Rain or shine these summer days, I ride my coaster-brake bike, a red 
Schwinn. It has matching wire baskets over its rear tire and a 
combination speedometer/odometer on its handlebars. Wherever I go, 
I use its rearview mirror to watch for any familiar cars that might trail me 
on my town's tree-lined streets.  
 
I discovered an abandoned limestone quarry on the north end of town 
earlier this summer. It isn't far from the Workingman's Friend gas station 
that stands right where our old home once was, next to the Jesus Only 
Tabernacle. 
 
Other kids bike to this quarry, too. They ride fast over its grassy humps 
and along its weedy paths, then swim in its dangerously deep cold water. 
One kid on a rock screams warnings to the others about mining 
equipment below the surface and to watch out for snakes.  
 
I keep to myself though, not because I fear those kids or whatever else 
might hurt me here. I worry that, if I make friends with anyone, my 
parents might find out that I've disobeyed them and left our safe 
residential neighborhood on the other side of town. I never know whose 
blue-collar parents might work with mine. 
 
release... 
a tiny bass darts 
into shadows 
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PEEPHOLE 
 
On a bright summer morning, I'm bicycling alone over the railroad tracks 
on Prospect Street. The black wooden ties, smelling of fresh coal tar 
creosote, support two pairs of shiny steel rails that glint in both directions 
and divide the town. To the north is Saint Mary's Church with its tall 
steeple, the tallest in town, as well as the Short Ford Motor Co. where 
my aunt's lecherous boyfriend is a grease monkey. 
 
I stop near a two-story Victorian brick house, home to an Italian family. 
The house has dark shutters, a flat roof, and a black metal fence and gate. 
I rest in the shade of an oak across the street to gaze at the mother who 
brushes back her hair with one hand and laughs as she pushes herself 
with bare heels on a porch swing. She smiles at her children who are 
younger than me. They're playing tag and run out of the front door, down 
the stone steps, along the slate sidewalk, and into the lush green lawn.  
 
To the south are the Protestant churches and Center Street, where my 
mom says she met my dad at the Henney & Cooper drug store while she 
served sodas during World War II. He was an usher at the Marion 
Theater and thought he was God's gift to women. Both are working this 
morning and will be working every morning of every summer it seems.  
 
sailors at ease 
all round the mess hall 
sky full of clouds 
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WIDOW 
 
She's elderly and stocky, with gray hair in a bun. She lives alone a half-
dozen houses down a tree-lined street from my parents' home in an Ohio 
factory town. Hers is a small, brown-shingled two-story with a covered 
front porch that has vine-covered latticework facing the street. In cold 
weather, her front door and windows are only partially veiled by the 
vines. My sister and I pass by her house as we go to and from the 
playground and our classes at the nearby elementary school.  
 
following 
the spring hikers 
a shut-in's eyes 
 
She and my mom must be acquaintances from church because early one 
summer, after I join the Boy Scouts, mom tells me that the widow wants 
me to put in a backyard garden for her. What type of garden is up to me, 
within reason, and for my pains I can earn part of a merit badge and 
perhaps $10, not a small sum to pay a boy, especially for someone old on 
a fixed income, although my mom's church circle may be the ones who 
pay, not her. 
 
backyard grass 
wet with ancient dew 
"Statues" 
 
When I'm not playing yard games at dusk with neighbor kids or bicycling 
alone to a limestone quarry on the north side of town, where I'm not 
supposed to be, I hoe a small, flat square of the widow's lawn near an 
apple tree until it's free of grass, pebbles, weeds, and a few resistant 
roots. Into this rich black plot, I position feathery ferns and pansies. I add 
a short encircling wall of scavenged rocks and quartzes, broken pieces of 
slate sidewalk my dad recovers from the street widening in front of our 
home, and smelly, colored glass bottles dropped like Easter eggs near the 
widow's garage and in the dirt alley behind her rhubarb patch.  
 
off in a corner 
by wild border foliage 
small sage tree 
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The widow brings me lemonade on hot afternoons and waves with a 
girlish smile from her open kitchen window as I turn the earthworm-
thick soil with her trowel. When I ask about her much later, my mom 
tells me that the widow has passed away and that her house is now home 
to one of her children who has come back to stay. 
 
smooth sumac fruit 
widow and widower 
near the church door 
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CONFESSION 
 
sitting inside 
a circle of books… 
spring storm 
 
In high school, I'm too poor to buy poetry books, even those by my 
favorites―Walt Whitman, Hart Crane, Robert Frost, Edward 
Thomas―and I'm too embarrassed to ask my parents to get them for me. 
So, I "lift" them from the Carnegie library downtown. At home, I make 
them my own by carefully peeling off the glued-down library card 
pockets from their inside covers and by blackening with a marker pen the 
library's name wherever it's been stamped. 
 
After I steal a dozen or more books and hide them on the top shelf of my 
bedroom closet, I begin to feel guilty though, so guilty that I stack them 
in grocery sacks, bicycle with them in my bike's baskets to the library 
early on a Saturday, and quickly shove them down the steep book drop 
chute into the basement one by one by one. It takes so long!  
 
Later that day, as I try to stroll into the library, I overhear the always-
frazzled-looking head librarian whispering loudly behind the front desk 
with her elephantine-legged, long-time assistant about "a mysterious 
book bandit." Based on the types of books that are returned and the fact 
that I always camp out in front of the English and American literature 
shelves, I think they know who the bandit is, but neither says anything to 
me.  
 
I continue to use the library until I leave town years later to browse 
among bigger collections. The town library's elsewhere now, and its old 
building's a Christian Center annex to the Baptist church where my mom, 
a nursing home widow, remains a member. The minister and some of his 
flock visit and read at her bedside occasionally, I'm sure. 
 
evening  
with a favorite book 
sleet on the pane 
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KATALLAGETE 
 
Bright spots are rare in this small town, even on Christmas Eve. Earlier 
tonight, after watching a campy movie in a cold theater, I joined a couple 
of older friends, Junior and Jesse, to go caroling. Rather than ask them to 
drop me off at home later, I agreed to chug-a-lug beers at their apartment 
above Jack's TV shop. Then, on Junior's dare, we almost got shot at by 
Foxy on Senate Street because of something Jesse said to one of Foxy's 
girls. We got separated at The Attic after I was pushed down the wide 
wooden stairs for getting up on the bar with a go-go dancer.  
 
In the shadows of an Erie freight train slowly creaking behind me, I catch 
my breath and wish Weller's Grill were open so I could get a coffee. 
From the airplane I hear, the street lamp next to Joe's Cigar Store must 
look no brighter than the match I'm using to relight a wet cigarette stub. 
Some never can be relit. I think of the boy my older sister and I both 
knew who returned from Vietnam last spring in a body bag. And there's 
Thomas Merton, a writer I've been reading nonstop since getting his 
autobiography at Goodwill a year ago. He was accidentally electrocuted 
in a Bangkok hotel room earlier this month. What can I do after 
graduation next spring—should I wait to be drafted while working at the 
Whirlpool plant to save money for college, or should I try for CO status? 
Maybe the Trappists in Georgia would accept me as a lay brother...  
 
I'm fumbling now in my jacket for the silver pocket watch I bought 
earlier at the cigar store. But its hands aren't moving, and I'm too tired to 
look up and ask for the time from the stern, luminescent faces of the 
courthouse clock. I press on and push against the dark plate glass doors 
of Henney & Cooper's drug store where mom made sundaes for 
teenagers during World War II. But the store's clock is in shadows. I pass 
the permanently locked Marion Theater where dad, because the military 
doctors didn't OK him to serve his country, ushered kids in to see "B" 
westerns on Saturdays during the war. Dizzy, I stop at Wiant's Book 
Store where artwork by grade-schoolers is on display. My crude world 
map from 6th grade was once in that same front window. Mom and dad 
were so proud. Dropping to my knees on the sidewalk, I retch against the 
wall, say "I'm sorry," and then head home to start the day anew. 
 
trash day drizzle 
leaving Sunday's funnies 
atop the bin 
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RIPENESS 
 
Autumn's a slow process, like rust. Cars abandoned last longer than their 
drivers. I feel "immortal" as nature decays.  
 
Dad's father has died. My parents and I find the funeral home, and I go in 
first. As I approach his open casket, grandpa jumps out and dances a jig.  
 
turn of the year 
sunlight cuts deeper 
into the trees 
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FESTIVAL OF LIGHTS 
 
I drive home late from work. Bright colors frame windows and doors; 
electric candles rest on windowsills. Pine branches drape entry ways, 
even garage doors. Pulsing lights reveal the limbs of leafless saplings. 
Wooden Santas, nutcracker soldiers, and white deer pose on snowless 
lawns.  
 
at home 
blue menorah candles 
smolder 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
old postcard 
bird's-eye view  
of the past 
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KEEPING SEPARATE 
 
Behind my wife and three children, I walk down our cul de sac and look 
for the North Star. Other families join us as we drift to one house, then 
another. Our kids wear party hats, blow noisemakers, drink hot cider, and 
eat homemade cookies and candy. We have just a short wait at the last 
house for the Times Square countdown on TV.  
 
Five hundred miles north, weak from chemotherapy, my dad brings 
down for my mom from their one-bulb attic a box filled with strips of 
yellowed newsprint. He begins pulling from their living room mantel a 
wooden manger, carved Wise Men, and other figurines that she wraps in 
tissue paper and nestles in the box, keeping Jesus separate from the 
others. A few framed family photographs are returned to their respective 
positions on the mantel.  
 
cold morning  
the warmth of coffee cups  
in chapped hands 
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STRONGER GRIP 
 
On a Sunday morning, dad's sitting in a private hospital room by a sunlit 
window. He tells me his doctors have agreed to let him use a chair even 
though he can't get out of it by himself. He says they haven't decided yet 
whether to do more cutting or more chemotherapy or nothing at all: 
"But they'll get paid whatever they do…" 
 
I tell him that I have to hurry back to the airport for a midday flight. 
Then I reach for his hand, and we play an old game: "Who has the 
stronger grip?" This time, I let him win. I try to smile as I say, "Bye, 
take care." 
 
Outside his room, a medication nurse listens to me stammer, "Check... 
him... make sure... doesn't fall..." But I can't complete a sentence. 
 
I rush into a bathroom and begin sobbing. I continue to cry in the empty 
elevator, then in the rental car all the way to the airport, quieting finally 
on the packed plane. 
 
Easter snapshot 
a boy and his dad 
cast one shadow 
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"THE CHILL ASCENDS" 
 
A week before Good Friday, as dad rests in a bed several feet away, a 
hospice nurse gives some brochures and forms to my sister, who sits on 
mom's still-made bed. My mom, who insists on sitting and sleeping in 
her wheelchair, watches the nurse's hands return to the nurse's lap, where 
they are folded and remain so. My brother-in-law and I listen as the nurse 
tries to explain to us all what will happen next:  
 
"His morphine dose for pain will be increased as needed every few 
hours...  
 
"Besides ice chips, he'll not be eating or drinking anything anymore...  
 
"He'll slip more and more out of consciousness...  
 
"His extremities will get colder first...  
 
"We'll make sure that he feels no pain...  
 
"Let me know if you need anything, a pastor to drop by..." 
 
hospice in spring 
I wheel mom from dad's room 
for her supper 
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DROWNING 
 
When I say, "Goodnight, be back later," dad gestures from the bed and 
mumbles, "OK, be good."  
 
At midnight, dad's breath is a slow gargle and is worse at dawn. Thinking 
it might help him, I ask the hospice nurse to suction the water from his 
throat.  
 
"Are you sure?" she asks as she administers another strong dose of 
morphine.  
 
Once the tube is in, his back straightens, his large, still strong hands grab 
her forearms, his eyes open wide, and he winces and grunts in painful 
anger. An aide and I hold his arms as the nurse quickly removes what 
liquid she can.  
 
"That's how he's going to have to die," she tells me, "by drowning."  
 
My sister arrives, and we rub moisturizing lotion onto his dry, cracked 
arms, hands, legs, and feet. Dabbing with a wet sponge the dead, flaking 
skin from his lips and inside his mouth, I hear visitors talk about prayer's 
healing powers and say nothing. Eyes now closed, dad lies speechless in 
the sheets, unaware perhaps of others, but he shifts his head and leans 
toward my hand as I swab his forehead and face with a damp washcloth.  
 
Trying to remember who he is, I feel the sun's warmth as it brightens his 
bloated hands and feet.  
 
vacation photo 
a dad holds his son 
above the waves 
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HOLY WEEK 
 
Well for you, if you keep an eye on your death-bed all the time, and put yourself 
in the right dispositions for death as each day passes. Perhaps, before now, 
you've seen a man die? Remember, then, that you have got the same road to 
travel. Thomas à Kempis 
 
Between 2:00 and 3:00 a.m. on the Monday after Palm Sunday, the 
hospice nurse phones our aunt's home, telling us we should drive in as 
soon as possible.  
 
Dad's breathing is slower, more labored, but not painfully drawn because 
of the morphine.  
 
My sister, her husband, and I sit in a half circle by mom's chair and talk 
with her about grandchildren.  
 
At 6:25 a.m., the same time, mom remembers later, that dad used to lace 
up and tie his boots at the bottom of the stairs before leaving for work at 
the factory all those years, he exhales his last long breath. 
 
into his silence 
the sound of waking birds 
from a window 
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GIFTS 
 
Sobbing, I push mom in her wheelchair to the nursing center's chapel as 
my sister and her husband follow. I find and try to read Psalm 23 aloud 
from a large King James Bible on an altar in the center of the room.  
 
When we return, dad's cleaned body is being shrouded, loaded on a 
gurney, and wheeled away for the mortician's hearse. One of the aides 
begins crying because I can't stop. Dad's bed has been stripped to its bare 
sunlit mattress, and the doors of all the other rooms have been shut. 
 
Later that day, I tell my sister I'm going to mom and dad's home to pack 
one of their old suitcases. On the bottom, I set an oversized book on 
mining shovels and giant earth-moving equipment that I'd given him as a 
birthday gift the year before. Then I fold his favorite short sleeve shirts 
and place them alongside some of his dress socks and personalized 
handkerchiefs still in their original store wrapping, as well as the camera 
books he'd gotten as gifts over the years. I wrap all of their night lights 
up in a miniature poodle hand towel and box up his wooden shaving 
bowl and brush with his electric shaver. I place his comb, his toenail 
clipper, his reading glasses, his wristwatch, his pen knives, and a 
transistor radio in the suitcase pockets.  
 
dead parent's birthday 
wondering who he was 
before I was born 
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PLATO'S CAVE 
 
I meet by chance on the street someone who resembles one of my dead 
grandpas and who could be the twin brother of Carl Sandburg, who died 
even longer ago. We walk into his basement apartment, the entrance a 
trap door. It's either that or a farmhouse cellar—hard to tell in the dream. 
He tells me his problem—what to do with his many manuscripts, books, 
papers. I suggest hiring an assistant, someone who won't know or care 
that he's working for a well-known writer. We talk about Huckleberry 
Finn, why it's reread, despite its moral dilemmas, to re-create lost 
innocence.  
 
As I glance at his close-cropped hair, crow's feet, tired but still-bright 
eyes, the scene shifts to midwinter in Ohio, snow a foot deep, and me 
standing in the kitchen of my parents' house, my last boyhood home in 
their small town. Beyond the dinette curtains, five horses, their nostrils 
steaming, wait on the moonlit driveway, which is cleared of snow. I cry 
out for dad to see. When I wake, a headache I've had for days is gone. 
 
standing still 
the longest time 
roller coaster 
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HANDED ON 
 
On the Monday afternoon of the day my dad died, an elderly funeral 
director recovering from a spring cold shook my hand. He then 
interviewed my sister and me using a one-page obituary questionnaire, 
with the information appearing verbatim in the local paper. In his high-
ceilinged back parlor of a restored Victorian home not far from the 
business district, we talked with him quietly for a half hour about our 
family, some of whom he thought he remembered. We sat on the edge of 
his flower-patterned velvet sofa that our grandparents would have 
admired. Without pressuring us to choose one model over another, he 
also led us upstairs for a guided tour of his caskets. 
 
Like a dog looking for lost bones, I dug the next day with both hands into 
plastic grocery sacks containing loose photo packets. For years, dad had 
tossed them rubber-banded on top of bound albums behind a corner 
couch in his cluttered living room. I struggled to choose representative 
images of him from his youth to his old age, from his confident slim self 
gripping a welding rod as he stood on the factory floor to his worn-down 
overweight self clutching a hat as he paused in a relative's driveway. 
Pushing thumbtacks around the edges of two dozen photos, careful not to 
puncture any of them, I created a montage of dad's life on a corkboard 
the funeral director's assistant loaned me. My sister and I stood beside it 
on Wednesday afternoon as we and our mom met and greeted relations, 
neighbors, co-workers, friends, and a few strangers in the same room 
with his open coffin. 
 
Before the funeral service began, my cousins gave me a silver frame, 
"In Loving Memory of My Father...," with a photo of dad and me 
shaking hands and smiling on one of our birthdays 20 years before. 
A pianist played favorite hymns, the new minister from dad and mom's 
church did the eulogy, and solemn men from dad's lodge performed from 
memory a ceremony in his honor. Asked to say a few words, I merely 
recited with a bowed head Psalm 23 from an open Bible.  
 
rain on a road 
before his coffin is closed 
touching dad's hand 
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WAYMARKS 
 
On the day before dad's burial, I volunteer to deliver information on his 
marker for a stonecutter to use. I stop by the city cemetery's office, a 
small one-floor brick building not far from a shaded memorial chapel 
built to honor the local Civil War dead. Behind the office is a 
landscaper's garage used for servicing tractors and mowers. I open and 
enter the dented door under the faded white "OFFICE" sign with black 
Gothic lettering. 
 
New flower shop bouquets and worn burgundy suede ropes strung 
through brass-ring poles lean against the glass counter. An office blotter 
covers part of the countertop and is nicked and torn and covered with 
hand-scrawled names, phone numbers, and calculations. An unfiltered 
cigarette's burning a long ash and is about to tumble into a star-shaped 
glass ashtray. The man in the office rises from his desk. He's a former 
high school classmate who recognizes me and asks about what I've been 
doing since graduation.  
 
He carefully pencils in dad's death date in a three-ring notebook with 
loose pages falling out. I tell him about the smooth, black marble 
gravestone with the gracefully sloping, rough-edged top that dad had 
purchased years before. Dad had it placed on the two-person gravesite 
with his and mom's names and birth dates already carved in it.  
 
But the stone won't be cut immediately with dad's closing fact. "Probably 
not for a month or two," says the man behind the counter, "perhaps some 
time in the summer. The stonecutter's a farmer who lives outside town. 
And we wait until 10 or 15 stones need to be cut before asking him to 
drive in here to work."  
 
I turn to look around. The office has no wall clock or calendar that I can 
see. Outside, past two lead-lined, ivy-covered windows, a spring shower 
is watering the close-cropped grass, fresh flowers, and statues of angels 
and children. 
 
rain puddles 
in a grave just dug 
a floating leaf  
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BEFORE THE FUNERAL 
 
Before the funeral, I wash mom's old low-mileage sedan at a do-it-
yourself car wash, trying not to get my black shoes, suit, and tie wet. 
The sun is blinding bright. All the leaves are in except for a few trees that 
are still pollinating. To dry the car before picking up mom and a nursing 
aide at the nursing center, I drive down to dad's old factory on David's 
Street where he and his brother first worked together as welders. It's a 
large brick structure, two football fields long and a football field wide. 
Cathedral-like windows start halfway up the length of the walls on both 
sides. Their factory's old shop equipment was sold or relocated to Texas 
years ago, but the 19th century brick building is still here. A local 
businessman rents part of it and has left the high doors open at one end to 
bring in some parts to store. I walk in unobserved and immediately feel a 
strong cross-breeze that pushes me back on my heels. I wonder whether 
my dad and my uncle felt similar breezes when they worked here. The 
tracks for the overhead cranes are still in place, and above them dust 
motes whirl in the streams of sunlight. 
 
dad's funeral 
using the handicapped space 
for the lead car 
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SKETCHING FROM LIFE 
 
Dad disliked holidays, celebrations, all that hoopla, so it's just as well 
cancer led him away early on a Monday morning during Holy Week, a 
month shy of his 74th birthday and my 50th. Married for more than half 
a century, dad didn't even want to renew his golden vows with mom in a 
church ceremony because "the first time was good enough." He had 
stopped going to church anyway because of mom's poor health, but he 
read the local newspaper religiously. Dad talked little, at least at home 
and on the phone, yet he knew how to smile and sometimes laugh. On 
Sundays, though, he grumbled about visitors after they left and "joked" 
about needing to leave early whenever he found himself sitting in 
someone else's living room or kitchen. 
 
First and foremost, dad was a welder who worked in the same factory for 
43 years, mostly alongside his older brother, creating giant gears and 
other parts for strip-mining power shovels and drills. On Saturdays, when 
dad wasn't running errands and caring for mom or working overtime at 
the factory with his brother, he liked hanging out in his brother's garage 
outside of town. They'd smoke Pall Malls, drink coffee, and wave to the 
freight train engineers going by on the tracks behind his brother's house. 
 
In the spring and summer, dad and his brother would look under the 
hoods of their cars or trucks and plan vacations to Indian Lake in their 
boats. For firewood in the fall and winter, they'd chain-saw and split with 
an ax the dying elms and unwanted maples that a farmer across the road 
said they could have. In any season, they'd fire up his brother's Hobart 
arc welder and turn scrap metal into ashtrays the shape of a cross or a 
log, as well as stands for U.S. flags, gong-like bicentennial bells, and tiny 
statues of the mud flap girl.  
 
Dad gave me some of his welded pieces before I went away to college, 
got married, and moved out of state. After his brother died, he took up 
photography as a hobby, mostly close-ups of the squirrels in the Chinese 
elm, hawthorn, and dogwood trees in his small lot on a busy street 
corner. And he began adding news clippings and witty postscripts to 
mom's detailed letters to me.  
 
Besides the few welding artifacts, some personal photos, and laconic 
expressions, dad also left me with three sketches to consider when he 
died, two that he drew himself and one that mom drew for him. 
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Dad's first sketch, which he did as a boy with a carpenter's pencil, shows 
a Depression-era locomotive used to pull coal and freight trains. He 
squeezed it onto two sheets of blue-lined exam book paper joined with 
gummed reinforcements. The long horizontals and short verticals were 
made ruler straight. The not-so-round wheels wobble though as the 
locomotive's nose heads west off the page, as ready as Huck "to light out 
for the Territory ahead of the rest." Below his signature in the upper right 
are some crossed-out words, unreadable even when held up to light.  
 
Mom's sketch, a self-portrait, was done before she eloped with dad at the 
end of World War II. She drew it with color pencils on tan construction 
paper. Her long brown hair is brushed back and off her forehead, and 
she's wearing light eye shadow and soft lipstick. Her blue sleeveless 
summer dress has a round high collar and double rows of flowers 
stitched from shoulder to shoulder and running through pleats from her 
neck to her chest. Her fingertips lightly touch a leather purse on her lap. 
She looks past the viewer, to her left. She's calm, assured, as she crosses 
her right stockinged leg smartly over her left, with the hem of her dress 
covering her right knee and her feet in dark high-heeled sandals with thin 
ankle straps. In the lower right corner, there's a note, "#1 'OY'," for her 
"Number 1 Boy," who unbeknownst to him was about to be adopted and 
"sivilized." 
 
Dad did one other sketch that I found on his kitchen dinette table the 
week before he died. He drew it with a ballpoint pen in blue ink on a 
brown envelope containing a coffee-table book I'd mailed him for what 
turned out to be his final birthday the year before. The book describes 
giant earth-moving equipment and mining shovels, many of which he 
and his brother had helped to make. In the sketch, an arc welder holds a 
burning welding rod in his left hand. A wire descends from the rod and 
loops over the welder's left shoulder. The rod points toward my return 
address at a 90-degree angle, sparks flying in all directions. Under the 
welder and on the back of the envelope, dad wrote in script with a black 
permanent marker, "Keep My life, 5-18-2000, 73." Below the cancelled 
postage stamps are words dad repeated more than a few times to me and 
to everyone else except his brother, "When you have seen the rest come 
see the best."  
 
empty house  
a hand-welded bell  
in the breeze  
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I might have been a welder 

kneeling at a fountain of sparks 
in my mask of stars. 

 
Jim Harrison and Ted Kooser 
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HOOK, LINE, AND SINKER 
 
My wife's dented white Dodge Caravan with retreads, its back seats 
removed, has its rear-end filled with things my sister and her husband 
salvaged for me before our parents' estate sale: 
 
 two desks for my kids (my small glass-topped bedroom desk and 

my sister's matching desk);  
 

 two carefully done paint-by-number paintings my mom or I did 
of a cowboy crossing a canyon stream and another of a different 
cowboy (or the same?) serenading his sweetheart with a guitar 
by a Conestoga wagon in the moonlight;  
 

 mom's hand-stitched 1949 "Home Sweet Home" sampler that 
had hung in the dining room near the swinging kitchen door;  
 

 two green plastic Adirondack chairs into which dad had carved 
his and mom's names and phone numbers on the arms;  
 

 another large green plastic front porch chair on which he'd 
carved "For Big Heads Only" after his cancer was diagnosed the 
previous fall;  
 

 an empty greenish-blue craft-tackle box with mom's name on the 
front in black stick-on Italic letters;  
 

 dad's weld-spattered lunch box and thermos with the faded 
company decals;  
 

 our tackle box partially filled with soft lead weights, red-and-
white plastic ball bobbers and pencil bobbers, hooks and lures 
of all sorts, a red hook extractor, small pliers, a wooden-handled 
kitchen knife, and a whetstone with a chewing tobacco 
advertisement on its front;  
 

 our cork-and-metal bait box and rusted minnow bucket; and  
 

 three Zebco rods and reels with hooks and leaders rigged and 
ready for the water. 
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On an earlier weekend trip to Ohio to help clean out the house, my sister 
set aside a vanload of boxes and picture frames containing our parents' 
old cameras, movie projectors, black-and-white photos, color photos, 
spliced reels of 8-mm and Super 8 film, and framed family photos, many 
of unknown relatives. That cache came from behind a living room couch, 
under beds, and from upstairs closets and dressers. Before this last trip, 
I spent warm evenings alone in my North Carolina dining room, sorting 
through plastic grocery sacks of film packets and negatives from the 
1950s to the 1990s. 
 
his grin 
as he holds up the prize 
a tiny catfish 
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STONE BY STONE 
 
After a late afternoon visit to dad's grave, I start heading south on 
Route 23, but exit at Norton and detour east a mile past a gun and tackle 
shop, a rifle range, and a country graveyard. Dad once said on our way to 
one of his fishing spots that the 19th-century occupants of that cemetery 
had been moved stone by stone to higher ground from their original 
resting places so that Delaware Dam could be built by the Army Corps 
of Engineers.  
 
Just past a long bridge that crosses the Olentangy, which feeds the 
reservoir north of the dam, a dirt road that looks familiar slopes to the 
water. Dust rises as my van descends toward a mud-rutted boat ramp. 
On a day too hot for fishing, I park in a tree's shade by a clearing, the 
only vehicle in sight. 
 
Using one of dad's 35-mm cameras and a new roll of black-and-white 
film, I take a dozen photos of the still water, the rocky outcrops in the 
bridge's shadow, the weeds and cattails, and a stone slab by the ramp. 
And I know as I frame it that it's the same slab where dad sat grinning 
with a just-lit cigarette dangling from his mouth more than 40 years ago. 
He was in a folding lawn chair, had caught a catfish, a tiny one, and was 
holding it up with his right hand for me to photograph with his Kodak 
Baby Brownie. Beneath the shadow of his fishing cap, his young eyes 
smile into the lens. 
 
Before getting back in the van for the long drive home, I try to remember 
where the bait shop was that we'd stop to buy bread, Moon Pies, and 
small three- or four-gulp bottles of Nehi. For bait, we'd bury small hooks 
in Wonder Bread spitballs. Sometimes, though, dad bought a cup of 
slimy night crawlers that would squiggle and bleed when pierced. The 
savvy catfish and brim nibbled on the worms' wiggling exposed parts as 
our red-and-white bobbers occasionally slipped below the water's surface 
and floated eventually, weightlessly, toward us through the low sun's 
glare. 
 
dark shoreline 
one last cast 
with the wind 
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LOTS AND CHATTELS 
 
All summer long since dad died, we've been getting the property ready 
for an auction. And now it's over, the two sedans, the 1920s house, and 
most of the chattels sold to help pay for mom's nursing care. The 2-day 
outdoor estate sale spread from their small corner plot to two adjoining 
yards whose houses had been left vacant for several years. The auction at 
least has provided some entertainment and perhaps employment to a 
town that's had little of either lately because of factory closings and an 
aging population. 
 
What the auctioneer told my sister wouldn't sell and what we didn't want 
to keep, we had to haul out of their packed-to-the gills, two-storied house 
and single-car garage before the sale. Three-piece "big man" suits, 
mothballed dresses, Easter hats, and foster children's clothes we donated 
to the thrift shop. School artwork, empty egg cartons for mom's craft 
projects, broken toys, cancelled checks, and countless bags of trash we 
left at the city dump. The rest we sorted, tallied, and displayed in 
hundreds of boxed lots on the driveway and on the grass, then covered 
with plastic tarps in case of rain. My sister's husband and I stood guard 
each night, resting in shifts on mom's restrung lawn chairs as the 
Big Dipper with the rest of the stars rotated slowly west. 
 
Dozens of buyers and gawkers came, saw, and bid on what mom and 
dad, my sister, and I spent decades accumulating. Standing quietly in the 
back of the crowd that followed the auctioneer around the yards were a 
few aunts and uncles and cousins who had stopped by out of respect or 
curiosity. Our relatives didn't buy much of anything of value except an 
antique rope bed that mom's brother wanted. My sister hadn't known that 
the dusty bed in mom and dad's attic was a family heirloom, the bed in 
which our grandpa had been born in 1892.  
 
None of mom and dad's dozen or so foster kids showed up to buy a 
remembered doll or Golden Book or even the child-sized, red vinyl 
armchair and footstool set that my sister and I first sat in when it was 
new. I wouldn't have recognized their adult faces if the foster kids had 
appeared, however, because they were mere infants or hyperactive 
toddlers the last time I'd helped mom and dad rock some of them to 
sleep. Staff from children's services usually found adoptive parents for 
the kids before mom and dad became too attached to them, or sometimes 
repentant biological parents in rehab were allowed to take their kids 
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back. When mom and dad tried to adopt one dear little boy after I moved 
away, mom said that Angelina from children's services told her and dad, 
"No, no, you're too old to adopt..."  
 
A few Christmas and birthday gift tags, items mom felt compelled to 
save and we had neglected to scrap, must have spilled from a box near 
the slate walk that ascends from the driveway to the steps leading to the 
dinette and its bathroom that dad had added for mom when she could no 
longer climb stairs. The tags litter the trampled garden near the spot 
where mom's hand-painted statues of the little Dutch boy and girl had 
eternally kissed, right beside dad's hand-welded windmill and above the 
stone wall he'd made from broken pieces of sidewalk retrieved when the 
city widened the street in front of his shaded porch. The wagon that the 
auctioneer had used to display mom's costume jewelry and collection of 
unopened Avon bottle statues waits on the cracked driveway that dad 
blacktopped each summer, next to the basketball pole and board 
assembly that he'd welded for me from factory scrap metal. As the 
neighborhood fades to darkness, the streetlight flickers on, the stoplight 
on the corner glows red, and a low limb of the Chinese elm with the 
mysterious spigot in its trunk brushes the roof of the auctioneer's red-
and-white carnival trailer that had been used for selling coffee and soft 
drinks, candy bars and popcorn, and hot dogs. 
 
smell of rain 
I crank a storm window 
shut 
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RUNNING AWAY 
 
Along a nearly empty divided highway, church lots are full this Sunday 
morning as I drive alone, windows down, toward the Piedmont of 
North Carolina. The sun glares, another heat mirage, on the van, which is 
slowly crossing a land scraped by glaciers as it takes me toward ancient 
hills that ooze water through exposed rock. Someone else now owns the 
house my parents lived in for four decades. 
 
summer's end 
the date of dad's death 
carved in stone 
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PERENNIALS 
 
I used to call the nursing center so my kids could get on the line to say, 
"Hi, Grandma!!! We love you!!!" They'd only met her once or twice. 
I showed them family photos of her when she was young. They'd tell her 
what they'd been doing in school and with their friends. They'd talk 
briefly so she wouldn't become wearied. "Sounds like fun!" she'd reply or 
would parrot their words in a tired voice. Sometimes, before I hung up, 
she'd tell me that she and dad were doing fine. But he had died in hospice 
care less than a week after they'd moved into the center. 
 
After 50 years with multiple sclerosis, every nerve she has is scarred. 
And since dad's death, premature senility has taken her mind. 
 
Mom belonged to a mystery of the month book club when I was a boy, 
so I sent her some used detective novels to read. They're still in their 
shipping box in her armoire though. I don't send her anything to read 
now, not even letters, unless I have school photos of the kids to share. 
And those I mail in a greeting card to a cousin who drives to the nursing 
center, opens the envelope, reads the message aloud for her, and shows 
her the photos before putting them in an album in her night table. 
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My kids and I don't call her anymore either, not even on her birthday, 
Mother's Day, or Christmas. She no longer can hold the receiver of a 
phone to her ear or carry on the simplest of conversations. The nursing 
staff spoon feed her and tell me that she's very quiet: "Just sleeps, eats, 
and stares ahead." 
 
During her first winter there, mom told me she'd been studying "a large 
menacing goldfish" in the front lobby's aquarium. She said that most of 
the other fish in the tank had disappeared, except for one or two hiding in 
corners. She whispered, "I've always been a small fish watching and 
staying out of the way of larger fish." 
 
long winter 
in an untended flowerbed 
tulip bulbs 
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If Father were here, 

We'd be looking out at dawn 
Across these wide green hills. 

 
Issa 
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FIDDLING ON 
 
In late October, the last of summer's crickets can still be heard amid the 
leaves and twigs near my office here in North Carolina. They're not like 
the ones I grew up with in Ohio that are driven underground a bit earlier 
by colder weather. 
 
Once I get home, I flip through several family albums, looking for one 
photo in particular. I almost don't hear my wife calling me downstairs for 
supper. At the table, I pass around the photo, saying, "See anyone you 
know?" 
  
The kids study it, but draw blanks. So, I tell them that years ago my mom 
photographed my dad, his brother, and me in an Ohio apple orchard. 
Dad's and my uncle's sacks are chock full and sit lopsided in tall grass. 
The apples lasted until Thanksgiving and went into pies served hot with 
vanilla ice cream. Our kids never met my uncle, though, and they saw 
my dad just once or twice. They barely recognize me with my moustache 
and long hair. 
 
I don't tell them of the evening when my uncle, surrounded by his family, 
died painfully at home of lung cancer. I also don't tell them of the night 
my dad called me after he learned he had terminal cancer in early autumn 
as the leaves were turning red and gold. They're beginning to realize on 
their own why my mom doesn't say much when we phone her on 
Sundays at the nursing center, that her premature senility doesn't mean 
she loves them any less. 
 
"Someday," I do say, "we'll go apple picking. Wouldn't that be fun?" 
 
apple pickers gone 
down among the windfall 
a muted cricket 
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SIGNS 
 
I dream of a son being born with a yellow needle in his right eye. Later, 
it's healed over, and he's grown up, standing in a partitioned room, 
smiling before a framed mirror. A name is repeated, but I can't tell if it's 
the boy's or someone else's. 
 
I wake to the receding sound of thunder and flashes of distant lightning 
on the lowered, but open and shaking Venetian blinds. The steady, heavy 
breathing of my pregnant wife by my side helps me focus. It's not yet 
time to go to the hospital. I try to picture the boy again as he stood silent, 
smiling, but he fades.  
 
I stand up to look out the window. Our deck table's been blown over. 
Before going downstairs, I check in the next bedroom on our toddler 
daughter, who's still asleep. Feeling the wet pine needles with my bare 
feet, I lift the round white metal table and its green-striped umbrella. 
Lightning nearby illuminates the woodlot's waving loblollies.  
 
After midnight now at the kitchen table, I remember rushing upstairs 
earlier to our daughter to play her Snow White and Sleeping Beauty 
audiotapes again and again for her. She was crying for me at bedtime 
because my wife had tried to trim her toenails after giving her a bath and 
may have cut one nail a bit too close.  
 
I chain smoke, drink coffees, walk from room to room to watch a new 
wave of the storm approach. At the back door, I feel sheets of rain strike 
the screen. Our neighbor's Pomeranians, the mother Spicy and her son 
Teddy, bark timidly between thunderclaps from their fenced-in yard.  
 
Unable to sleep, I open Hammarskjöld's Markings at random and read 
over and over his dream in which he "walked with God through the deep 
places of creation; past walls that receded and gates that opened, through 
hall after hall of silence, darkness and refreshment—the dwelling-place 
of souls acquainted with light and warmth—until, around me, was an 
infinity into which we all flowed together and lived anew, like the rings 
made by raindrops falling upon wide expanses of calm dark waters." 
 
cold room 
a nudge on the shoulder 
wakes me 
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BLESSING 
 
"Son, I'm taking the last apple." 
 
"Can we share it?"  
 
After washing my hands, then the Granny Smith, I cut the apple and slice 
away its seed-filled core. He takes the piece closest to him from my hand 
as he types up his school assignment, a paragraph on "My Dream 
House": 
 
My Dream House 
 
Here are some of my favorite things in my dream house. One of my 
favorite places in my dream house is the family room. In the family room, 
I have a big-screen TV. Also, I have a huge couch that has a canopy. 
Another favorite place in the house is the game room has almost all the 
games in the world. My most favorite room is the candy room because it 
has all types of candy from around the world. The last thing I am going 
to tell you about is the indoor pool. The indoor pool has a slide that is 
50 feet high. I would never want to leave my dream house. 
 
Now, this Sunday morning, my son practices his Torah portion with a 
Hebrew tutor for his upcoming Bar Mitzvah. I listen without 
understanding because I never learned Hebrew. Nor can I describe my 
dad's grave as nearly as well as my son described his dream house. I've 
not visited the grave in the 5 years since dad was buried, about the same 
time my son was dreaming of his perfect future home. The ground's 
probably frosted over dad. Will I make the trip again? I think instead of 
dad's empty work shirts piled on the basement steps, or hanging from a 
kitchen doorknob, and the dark welding burns on the spot of skin over 
his heart. 
 
frost on the grass 
of my father's grave 
a Hebrew chant 
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FLEDGLING 
 
Cool, clear morning. As I lock the car, a fledgling robin tumbles out of a 
small bush between two parking lots. Its mother keeps herself between us 
as it stumbles across the pebbly asphalt. She has a bit of worm in her 
beak. When I move away, the mother closes in, pushes the worm into its 
wide-open mouth.  
 
Sitting at my desk, I see my car, the otherwise empty lots, the bush. 
Two dark little shapes (even the chick!) hop over the low curb into the 
pine straw.  
 
And I remember last night's dream of my hometown: sidewalks full of 
people, the soda fountain where my parents met, and the clean street 
shining in sunlight.  
 
cold evening rain  
my toddler daughter dances  
flashlight in hand 
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DOLOR 
 
I have known the inexorable sadness of pencils...Theodore Roethke 
 
I have a job, but am sometimes out of work. I try to sit patiently then in 
silence, without grimaces, expecting nothing. Work will eventually 
arrive to be edited, to dissolve the time away. Without it, I'm lost in 
broad daylight, prone to sort and re-sort my pens, pencils, and schedules. 
I'll even brush my teeth and straighten the telephone cord so its one loop 
turns toward the green banker's lamp, a gift from my parents. Or I'll stack 
my snack change by year near my coffee cup, arrange my reference 
books alphabetically by author, and clean the computer keyboard. 
Sometimes, I'll daydream of the drive home, with the radio tuned to jazz. 
 
gone one evening  
the black, brown, and sorrel  
thick tousles of grass 
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CRASHING THE GLASS 
 
A wet, windy noon, and I've forgotten my umbrella. When I go back for 
it, I accidentally step on a dead tanager, who'd hit a glass office door. 
Her bones crack before I can lift my foot away. I bury her olive and 
yellow feathered body under a holly, its berries startling red in the rain.  
 
The next day, driving home, I remember my older daughter joking at 
supper that many birds crash the glass in one big hall whenever so-and-
so's lecturing, way more than when any other professor leads the class.  
 
cold evening 
brake-tapping taillights 
ease past a wreck 
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AFTERTHOUGHT 
 
On a Friday, the moon rises in the windshield as the sun sets in the back. 
I remember my boyhood—a goldfish staring from a bowl. My family 
now waits at home for me. 
 
in dew 
children playing 
statues 
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HORSES 
 
Years ago, I used to commute past a pair of old horses early each 
weekday morning where the city met the countryside, about 3 miles from 
my suburban home. The overlap now starts much farther away and is 
more of a blur. The man who owned a bungalow and a lean-to barn in a 
large fenced-in corner lot―half loblollies and half meadow―used the 
horses like sheep to keep his wild grass and weeds low. As he picked up 
the newspaper at his mailbox, he'd occasionally nod at the traffic, and 
once or twice I thought he may have waved at me.  
 
pine grove in fog― 
horses' necks curved  
to morning hay 
 
Because his horses were slope backs, they probably weren't much use for 
anything else but grazing. The owner of a large ranch house across the 
road had a smaller lot and a pond, and he kept an old horse, too, for the 
same purpose. He must have loaned his to his neighbor because I'd often 
see all three horses calmly nibbling patches of grass among the pines or 
stretching their necks for wildflowers through the wire fence. As I 
sometimes idled in backed-up traffic exhaust at the corner light, the 
horses would also pause and look up with soulful eyes.  
 
three horses 
among fallen leaves 
in drizzling rain 
 
When the rural road was finally widened to accommodate urban sprawl, 
the man with the two horses sold out, and his property was clear cut for 
another paved-over strip mall. His neighbor still lives across the road, 
next to a pharmacy now, and he keeps his many Christmas decorations 
up year round. His front yard's not as deep as it was, and its large oaks 
have been harvested for their wood. His old horse is gone, too, replaced 
after it died, perhaps from loneliness, with a pony that I often see 
standing motionless by a Santa sled and toy house near the drive.  
 
black horse 
noses frosted grass stems― 
year's end 
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INDEPENDENCE 
 
My wife and I don't feel like going to a big 4th of July celebration this 
year. So, we're happy when our neighbors tell us about their impromptu 
potluck block party―hamburgers, potato salad, chips, BYOB. While we 
eat and talk and drink on a driveway, three dogs also amuse themselves, 
especially one named Molly who is training me to let her chase down a 
tennis ball I toss across several dewy lawns. Molly returns it to my free 
hand over and over, covered in more and more coats of slobber. 
Adventurous, younger neighbors in surrounding cul de sacs shoot off 
cheap, loud fireworks most of the evening. After bribing Molly with a 
table scrap, I sit down to nurse a beer and, when the conversation or the 
mosquitoes get too personal, try lighting with dry kindling the damp pine 
someone has left in a metal fire pit. 
 
brimstone in the breeze... 
talk of surgery and debtors 
under the stars 
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DESERT PLACES 
 
In omnibus requiem quaesivi et nusquam inveni nisi in een Hoecken met een 
Böcken. Thomas à Kempis  
 
"Everywhere I have sought rest and found it nowhere, save in little nooks 
with little books." His monastery cell and lancet window reappear now 
on a second-hand bookstore's shelf, where I find him again remaindered, 
but translated afresh.  
 
I trust and collect such personal jottings, especially those published 
anonymously or collected posthumously by friends. Steady 
correspondents; meditative diarists and fiction writers; reclusive poets, 
aphorists, and parable tellers; and especially this speaker of homilies to 
common brethren—all capture the small moments. The words are not 
short-sighted, despite their authors' often being short-winded. Without 
them, there's no antidote to the daily bluster. 
 
At home, going at a labyrinth walk's pace, I begin this updated version of 
the Imitation, penciling in light marginal notes and comparisons with its 
prior translations. My eyes close to visualize the words. My wristwatch 
ticks as I breathe air from the past. 
 
mountaintop 
I reach out to feel 
clouds 
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LOOKING OUT ON RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK AND REMEMBERING THE 
WHITE CLOUDS AT GREAT LAKES NAVAL TRAINING STATION 
 
I gaze out a cafeteria window 
at loblollies and clipped lawns 
a songbird dips in the haze 
gray clouds hang distended 
four decades ago I joined the Navy 
landlocked now and off course 
I wait to enter a wider sea. 
 
a crow  
between rainfalls  
high in a pine 
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FISH OUT OF WATER 
 
Autumn begins with a gift tonight of one of summer's leftover 
thunderstorms. A dead loblolly, 50-feet tall and 30 feet from our home, 
sways in the rain like a drunk in the backyard of our boating neighbor. 
At least our younger daughter's away at school, not asleep in her upstairs 
bedroom, directly in the path the tree may take once the last of its dry 
roots lets go of the rain-soaked clay or lightning finds its balding, 
woodpecker-pocked trunk.  
 
Behind her curtained windowpanes, I stand and hope for lightning, not 
more wind. May bolting fire split the tree unevenly in two and remove as 
much of the rotted wood as it cares to eat. 
 
plunge and run 
to sunken pine tangles 
snagged line 
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"WHETHER TOGETHER OR APART" 
 
A bumblebee sits motionless for at least 10 minutes on our deck near the 
kitchen door. Ants go up to it tentatively. It moves slightly, turns around 
finally, with an adjustment of its left hind leg and a stretch of its wings, 
which had been folded back. Its furry yellow patch is square and 
contoured to the shape behind the head. One ant tugs a leg, stirring the 
bee to fly over thin brown grass.  
 
no one else home 
African violets 
strain for the light 
 
People say they dream of me, but I don't remember dreaming much at all, 
let alone of them. Their dreams are very vivid and personal. Mine are 
usually flat and sketchy, hardly ever retold to myself or to others. What 
should I think and say when they share their detailed dreams of me? 
How can I hide my embarrassment and sense of failure? 
 
fishermen 
standing knee deep in waves 
a surfer paddles out  
 
In the spot I use, a weed and a seedling grow in two cracks. I park 
between them and avoid stepping on them. Eventually, the landscaping 
crew will whack them, or the sun will dry them up. Nonetheless, today's 
rain should keep them green for a while.  
 
silent prayer  
the church's furnace  
kicks on 
 
What was it I told myself last night before going to sleep? Just before the 
headlights dimmed against the wall, after the last neighbor pulled into the 
parking lot outside my window, I'd promised myself something that I 
can't remember now, even though with three cups of coffee drunk and a 
fourth one brewing on the hotplate. I haven't been able to remember 
anything lately unless I wrote it down. 
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winter night 
losing track of my breath 
at a kitchen table 
 
I remember November days as a teenager in Ohio. Slow-moving clouds 
shaded the leaf-covered courtyard during an afternoon study period, 
11th grade. I had plans to do something after graduation, if I could wait 
that long. Now, having done something, I wish the anticipatory feeling 
would return. Sometimes, it almost does.  
 
monks loading hay 
a few bales snow-topped 
under a cross 
 
 
 

 
"Fields at the Abbey of Gethsemani" 
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SANDS NEAR SEVENTY 
 
Craziness, wastefulness, interminableness, all the inappropriate words 
that are spoken and quickly forgotten each night on cable news, the buzz 
of language that has almost died and is dying a "slow death." Better to 
hear Whitman's tribute to "The Dead Tenor" ("a wafted autumn leaf, 
dropt in the closing grave, the shovel'd earth") or his self-portrait as "The 
Dismantled Ship" ("disabled, done…haul'd up at last and hawser'd tight, 
lies rusting, mouldering"). So, I prefer to read "Sands at Seventy" and 
reflect on my conversation with him all these years since I first 
discovered his book, how it led me to "take to the open road." What 
lessons can I not learn from him now?  
 
end of a year 
my dead father's watch 
keeping time still 
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"A TIME TO GET, AND A TIME TO LOSE" 
 
Better to revisit my dad's father in his unpainted house by the railroad 
tracks and sit in its dingy, tobacco-stained living room as he notarizes 
used car sales, then sneak into the dusty and curtained front parlor past 
the closed French glass doors and stand among grandma's clear plastic-
wrapped furniture left behind after she died...  
 
Better to step back into my mom's last girlhood home in a village north 
of town and sit at her parents' long dining room table for a Sunday meal, 
then stretch out on their warm living room sofa lit from sunlight filtering 
through lace curtains, before pulling their wooden card table from the 
front closet for a card game with grandpa...  
 
Much better than strolling here among scavenged relics of discarded 
pasts in a basement antique mall 500 miles away down South, pausing 
before each overpacked stall, and trying to decide whether anything these 
pickers might have on display for anyone to see might have been 
something my grandparents could ever have owned or loved... 
 
sunlit lectern 
the family Bible open  
to Ecclesiastes 
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PRISON OF SELF 
 
I have often said that the sole cause of man's unhappiness is that he does not 
know how to stay quietly in his room.  
 
drenched by a shower 
drying out  
in a basement barroom 
 
Reading Jaccottet's Seedtime again late at night, a "seminal" work. The 
pine pollen is starting to fall. Doors must remain shut, or our rooms will 
be coated with yellow dust. I forget how long pollen falls, a week or 
two? Longer? If it were to go on from spring through summer, we'd have 
to walk through pollen drifts in September, and the governor would need 
to call out the National Guard to clear the roadways. But it will last just a 
little while, long enough so that growth is guaranteed despite how we 
choose otherwise to live. Nevertheless, as in all of Nature, there's an 
excess to its falling, a waste.  
 
emptying trees 
against a harvest moon 
vacancy 
 
The authors he quotes from: Hölderin, Leopardi, Baudelaire, Musil, 
Char, Novalis...these in just his first 14 pages. And what authors did they 
read and quote from in their notebooks? A cacophony of influences, a 
library of dead voices, whose books have been harvested, each volume's 
pages scattered on marble floors of memory like so many autumn leaves 
or so much pollen. And we lone patrons walk about the debris and join 
page to page in order to reassemble old books and create fragmented new 
ones instead, becoming authors ourselves. We, who merely visited the 
library to satisfy private urges, to relieve solitudes, to escape four walls.  
 
windless morning 
from room to room 
a fly buzzes 
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LIKENESS 
 

Only if we stand completely open before the unknown, can the 
unknown reveal itself... 

 
On the page, stage directions and lines to be spoken, sometimes thoughts 
hidden. With these, scenes are filled in and faces imagined.  
 
 He had no form or comeliness that we should look at him,  
 and no beauty that we should desire him. 
 He was despised and rejected by men;  
 a man of sorrows, and acquainted with grief;  
 and as one from whom men hide their faces  
 he was despised, and we esteemed him not.  
 
Behind him, a woman of the city stands and weeps as he sits at his host's 
table. She kneels and cleans his feet with her tears and wipes them with 
her tresses. She kisses, then anoints his heels and arches and toes. 
The only sound is her crying.  
 
He quizzes his host about a creditor's debtors. Then he turns toward the 
woman and uses her to explain love and forgiveness. "Your sins are 
forgiven," he says to her. Shifting from the murmuring of others at the 
table, he tells the woman still at his feet, "Your faith has saved you; 
go in peace." 
 
dry ground root 
in an upper room 
a basin of water  
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WAY 
 
Feeling my way barefoot down these stone steps, my right hand reaching 
out into the air ahead, the warmth of the sun on my scalp, my neck, my 
shoulders. 
 
spittle and clay 
on blind eyes... 
to find Siloam  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
"The Blind Man Washes in the Pool of Siloam"  

James Tissot 
(Brooklyn Museum Collection) 
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RETRACINGS 
 
Ah, the salty air from Paphos to Perga; bold words then in Pisidia's 
Antioch and in Iconium, but driven away from each, almost molested; 
worshiped in Lystra as if Barnabas and I were Zeus and Hermes, but 
stoned by the same gullible crowds, dragged out of their city, and left for 
dead; revived by new friends somehow for a long walk the next day to 
Derbe, not far from Tarsus, my old Tarsus, over the Taurus Mountains; 
returning finally here where we'd started our inland journey, but first 
walking all the way back through the towns we'd preached in and been 
run out of, walking upright through them all, talking our way to little 
Perga and into Attalia, a spot to remember on this endless coast of the 
Mare Internum. 
 
at sea at dawn 
dust-caked tunics 
daven on deck 
 

 

 
"Jerusalem Seen from the Mount of Olives" 

James Tissot 
(Brooklyn Museum Collection) 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/ac/Brooklyn_Museum_-_Jerusalem_Seen_from_the_Mount_of_Olives_-_James_Tissot.jpg
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"WHEN MANY DAYS HAD PASSED..." 
 
Born again in Damascus, not blind to the first of many plots, Saul slips 
from hell in a hand-me-down basket. 
 
torch-lit gates 
an empty basket bounces 
up a stone wall  
 
+ + + 
 
Paul nears Antipatris on the Via Maris, not far from where the Philistines 
captured the Ark of the Covenant. 
 
guarded on horseback 
between a mountain and a river 
campfires on the plain 
 
+ + + 
 
The loquacious Paul gestures before speaking to Festus, the Roman 
governor, and Festus' incestuous guests, King Agrippa and his sister 
Bernice, in Caesarea. 
 
an outstretched hand 
rulers and ruled quiet 
by the ancient sea 
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KEEPING SILENCE 
 

When they deliver you up, do not be anxious how you are to 
speak or what you are to say; for what you are to say will be 
given to you in that hour...  

 
A photograph by Lucien Hervé, through Snark International, graces 
Sister Edna Mary's The Religious Life, a 1968 Penguin paperback, a 
Pelican Book, A961 to be precise. Six monks in black and white on a 
wooded hillside below Eveux and northwest of Lyon in southeast France, 
stand on the doorstep of a Dominican monastery―the Convent de la 
Tourette, designed for 100 occupants by Charles-Edouard Jeanneret, aka 
Le Corbusier, the self-renamed Swiss-French father of modernist 
architecture. A "Brutalist" because he used "béton brut," French for "raw 
concrete," Le Corbusier noted that it is "a material that does not cheat."  
 
on a path 
around a stone house 
disturbed rocks 
 
With one functional eye, Le Corbusier, avowed atheist and sometime 
agnostic, learned as a youth through John Ruskin's writings about the 
Charterhouse of the Valley of Ema, a Carthusian monastery in Tuscany 
near Florence, which he visited and used as a model for urban planning. 
Married later to an alcoholic who forbade architecture as a topic of 
conversation, he became a philanderer, one of Josephine Baker's lovers, 
according to letters to his Protestant mother published after their deaths. 
During his wife's cremation at the Père Lachaise cemetery in Paris, he 
leaped from a chair to retrieve one of the unburned cervical vertebra 
from her neck and carried it in his pants' pocket thereafter, placing it on 
his drafting table while he worked. One early September evening, three 
years before Sister Edna Mary's book was printed, Le Corbusier's body 
was on its way to be cremated, also at Père Lachaise, but made a detour 
from the Mediterranean to be displayed in its closed casket in the 
sanctuary near the altar of his Convent de la Tourette. Five years after he 
had presented them with a home, the brothers prayed around him through 
a night. 
 
a stranger pays 
for a stranger's room 
the silent road 
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In the photograph, five monks in white stand in sunshine in front of 
another monk, a giant man in glasses, a white shirt, and a dark cowl. He's 
in shadows, his back to the monastery's wide entrance. An empty bench 
waits in an open interior. In the book cover's cropped upper right corner, 
full-growth deciduous leaves descend like a waterfall and nearly touch in 
the background, an optical illusion, the thin Christian cross screwed 
invisibly to the monastery's boxlike bell tower that's wedged on a finlike 
triangular base.  
 
silent and tattered  
a pale blue monkshood  
carnivores nearby 
 
Off to the right in the photograph, a young man stands, left hand on left 
hip, elbow out, right arm dangling, fist clenched. He appears to be 
eavesdropping quizzically to the conversation of the three monks closest 
to him, who are older and face each other in a triangle, sharing a private 
fact or a prayer. Perhaps the young monk is trying to listen over or 
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through the trio to what the giant may say in his dark habit. The giant in 
turn avoids eye contact with the monk in white to his immediate right 
and glances instead toward the trio to his left. The ignored monk in 
white―both hands on his hips, judgmental―may be talking to, or at 
least staring at, the dark monk, too. Maybe he's about to start an 
argument, his right foot advancing in a boxer's stance. He's the only one 
tonsured, or perhaps just middle-aged and balding. Three of the other 
white-cowled monks have full heads of hair, as does the tall dark one. 
The shortest monk in white though has a receding hairline and either 
holds his hands meekly behind his back or rests them satisfyingly on his 
belly (it's hard to tell because of his cowl's folds). Three of the four 
visible pairs of feet in the photograph are in street shoes. One monk, the 
one standing straightest, wears Jesus sandals. The young monk on the far 
right may be sneakered.  
 

I tell you, on the day of judgment men will render account for 
every careless word they utter; for by your words you will be 
justified, and by your words you will be condemned.  

 
What was said or heard long ago by the monks has passed from silence 
to silence. All may be as dead as the architect or otherwise moved on. 
Each of them was some woman's son, perhaps a sister's brother or a 
niece's uncle. Their monastic school later became a pilgrimage site for 
architectural students. It may now be closed for restoration as a 
conference center, its raw concrete walls cracking and discolored from 
the weather, torn plastic tarps snapping in the breeze.  
 
It's impossible now, of course, for anyone about to open Sister Edna 
Mary's book to say with certitude what the monks were discussing 
outside the Convent de la Tourette and whether they spoke carelessly or 
idly or at all. It's perhaps not as difficult to guess, even judge, whether 
László Elkán of Vasarhely, Hungary, who escaped the Nazis and became 
Lucien Hervé, French Resistance fighter and later photographer and 
friend of architects, snapped his shot randomly from the hip or whether 
he waited quietly and long for his moment to compose a candid, eternally 
silent image.  
 
leaves nearly gone  
seeing more deeply  
into maples  
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EXTRACTS FROM RAPIARIA 
 
1. Log Rolling Out of Bed 
 
Thursday. 1:31 a.m. Awake for an hour after a nap on the couch. . . 
snowing heavily again. If the surgery's cancelled, they'll call by 
8:00 a.m., but I'm supposed to be at the hospital by 8:00 a.m. for my 
bloodwork so the surgeon can open my back up again at 10:50 a.m.  
 
A never-setting sun, our cul de sac's bright streetlight in the snow, a 
disembodied halo. . . 
 
After another short nap, thanks to pain meds, I can hear our cat licking 
her paws and cleaning her thick fur in the dark on the back of the sofa.  
 
Sleet and wet snow blow against the window screens.  
 
First one, then another, branch or trunk cracks and breaks and falls in the 
darkness of the backyard woodlot. Weighted with ice and snow, little 
white Bartlett pear trees that bloom too soon will split down their 
middles and have to be chopped up and hauled off or mulched where 
they stood.  
 
And what if we treated our bent and broken selves the same way. . . 
 
6:33 a.m. A large evergreen branch thumps the earth between our 
driveway and our neighbor's. Then the surgeon himself calls to say the 
operation's a "go," delayed just an hour.  
 
Lenten prayer 
amidst those things taken 
for granted 
 
2. Correction 
 
Yesterday evening, with the classical radio left on and the house lights 
turned off, I lay stretched out on the living room couch like a patient 
being prepped for surgery, not yet a cadaver on a slab in a morgue. I'm 
startled awake at midnight during a 19th-century keyboard assault. 
Afterward, I get up, heat the kettle, and continue listening to fugues and 
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sonatas at the lit dining room table. Sipping steaming black tea, I avoid 
the onset of another headache and moisten my cottony mouth.  
 
Often in these wee hours, I also read Thomas à Kempis, Dag 
Hammarskjöld, and Marcus Aurelius. Unsystematic reading, shambolic 
in fact, a secular monastic's lectio divina ("beginner, perpetual 
beginner"), neither the daily examen nor bibliomancy, more like a meek 
waiting for the "still, small voice," involving merely opening a favored 
translation at random, then, sometimes, discovering similarities among 
the passages in topic, meaning, style, or treatment, a way of "redeeming 
the time."  
 
Tonight, stoic advice from the Imitation (Book III, Chapter 11) and 
Markings (an early entry from 1952) echoes what's in the Meditations 
(Book 2, Chapter 2). In each dog-eared copy's margins, I dutifully pencil 
in cross-references to the other's equivalent entries on how and why it's 
important to "get tough, and play the man," "to die rightly," "as if you 
were dying right now."  
 
Then Ralph Vaughan Williams' "The Lark Ascending" begins its ethereal 
flight again on the airwaves.  
 
Sitting still, listening deeply. . . yes, still among the still standing. . . 
 
A soaring bird, and I strain, too, to follow it, into the wonderfully vast 
unknown.  
 
past the "keep out" sign 
purple azaleas ascend 
the weathered steps  
 
3. Relapse 
 
Drizzly March day, overcast but warm. Grass already thick in the front 
and in the backyard, uncut because of my surgeries. Nothing to do but 
read and think and recover.  
 
Marcus Aurelius used his Meditations, his notes to himself, as one critic 
maintains, to systematically self-medicate in order to maintain 
equilibrium, to defend his soul's freedom, even on the front lines against 
the barbarians on the northern frontier, by repeatedly writing down 
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reworded stoic sayings, basic principles to live by. The poetic ones on 
nature are salving, but the rest are sometimes cold, ineffectual, having 
almost the opposite effect. And his belief that suicide is a "viable" 
option, his pessimism, his melancholia—all distasteful. His sincerity, 
honesty, and (almost) humility toward the unknown—less so, of course.  
 

Asia and Europe: distant recesses of the universe. 
The ocean: a drop of water. 
Mount Athos: a molehill. 
The present: a split second in eternity. 
Minuscule, transitory, insignificant. –Marcus Aurelius 

 
Throughout this dark day, a deepening emptiness, as if no matter what 
was thought or read meant anything. Is this what lost faith is. But then, 
remembering the monks on Mount Athos, even now, who repeat without 
ceasing the cry of the tax collector in the parable, "God, be merciful to 
me a sinner!" 
 
in recovery 
throbs of birdsong 
fill the woods 
 
4. The Superannuated Man on a Weekend in Spring 
 
Logged off, out of step, not in the flow, far from the crowd, sick, 
separate. Not by choice. More by chance, or fate, or habit. No cause to 
join or support. Talentless except to fill an editorial work niche. Even 
that to disappear in a year, less? Already far from the front lines. 
Awaiting orders to twiddle thumbs, twiddle dumb. Soon to be 
mothballed, the old battles from drafts to final iterations forgotten. 
 
bird chatter 
from the frosted lawn 
cereal alone 
 
Time enough then to work solitarily, scratch ink to paper, produce a solid 
paragraph or two of prose and a punchy poem. That's it, a compliant 
recipe of complaint. A way to vent. A retirement hobby. More than 
enough time until the reaper arrives, grim or not, to cut his friend further 
down to size.  
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Or, pray. Simple prayer. Not even paragraphs, just little poems, 
"something understood." 
 
easy to spot 
among maple buds 
songster 
 
5. RSVP 
 
Strong, young, effortless March winds roil and swirl through our sun 
porch screens. Bright, clean sunlight illuminates leaf-thickening trees, 
many occupied by a Babel of birds. Where do they come from? That's for 
ornithologists to say. That they fly here at all is significant for us. 
Through them, we're still linked to our world's neighborhoods. 
 

You must not swerve from the engagements God offers you. 
These will occur in the most unlikely places, and with people for 
whom your first instinct may be aversion. –Christian Wiman 

 
Crows call each other out, and songbirds exchange addresses, some 
seeking mates or reestablishing old acquaintances. Cardinals flit from 
bush to tree and tree to bush. One percussive woodpecker is taking a 
shine to our wooden chimney. Black-capped chickadees, bluejays, robins 
have arrived in pairs or trios, unlike our unmarried deaf cat who sits 
unmoved behind the screens, observing the passing scene with seeming 
indifference, undistracted by sashaying pines.  
 
missing them 
after they're gone 
wind in the pine 
 
6. Losses and Gains 
 
Thunder. Lightning. Heavy rain. First storm of the season. I could hear it 
approaching in my dream before I woke at 4:00 a.m. It appears to be 
heading elsewhere now, its tumult and shouting becoming quieter, just as 
a local train's horn became plaintive and quieter last night at each more 
distant crossing as I tried to sleep. These are very like the sounds I lay 
awake listening to in my boyhood hometown, with its nightly chorus and 
clatter of long, heavy-laden trains and the slowing and accelerating of 
sedans and semis on wet pavement not 15 feet from our front door.  
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A nearby thunderclap. The storm's still near, as close as memories, as 
real as pain. . .  
 
Buttons, a rat terrier, gnaws on a poisoned rat in a rhubarb patch and dies 
before treatment can be found. . . Fussbudget, a balding canary, hangs 
cold from a perch as her 40 neighbors chirp on and on. . . Jacques, a 
blind, incontinent toy poodle, wheezes out its days in a basement cage, 
well fed but whimpering and lonely. . . lazy Misty, a feral cat, licks too 
much sweet-tasting antifreeze while her suicidal brother Cody darts into 
traffic one last time. . . a nameless squirrel sleeps past winter's end curled 
up in a homemade birdhouse, now its coffin, and is buried by solemn 
neighborhood children. . . a cheeping fledgling falls from its nest and 
can't be reunited or fed. . . later, the unsightly, weather-damaged tree that 
held the nest and was intertwined with a gnarly pine is cut and ground 
down to chips.  
 
And on this day years ago, at this hour and at this minute, a father 
exhales his last breath. . . 
 
wasp alone 
returns and circles 
an emptiness 
 
Our deaf cat sits near me on the screened-in back porch this morning, 
and we meditate on the flowering pink and purple azaleas that my wife 
planted. Our little feline can't hear bird songs because we think she was 
kicked in the head before she landed in a shelter, but she feels the same 
cool air as us and eyes the same shadows stirring in the leafing trees. A 
swooping bird's flight across our dark green grass seems to excite her, 
yes, she with the twitching, flicking tail.  
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NOTES FOR "EXTRACTS FROM RAPIARIA" 
 

The word "rapiaria" in the overall title is Latin for spiritual scrapbooks, which were often 
kept by members of the Modern Devotion, including Thomas à Kempis, who is thought 
to have compiled his Imitation of Christ from a series of such notebooks. According to 
Les Enluminures, a gallery specializing in manuscripts and miniatures from the Middle 
Ages and the Renaissance (see http://www.textmanuscripts.com/tm-assets/tm-
descriptions/descriptions-march17/900_thomas-a-kempis_imitatio-christi-.pdf), "Thomas 
did not compose his text as a treatise per se but rather as a series of 'rapiaria' or hastily 
written notebooks of observations on how Christ's life could serve as a model in the 
contemporary world. Perhaps it is the very informality of the work that contributed to its 
great impact." 
 
In #2, the words "beginner, perpetual beginner" are the opening two lines of "What Can I 
Tell My Bones?" in The Collected Poems of Theodore Roethke (New York, NY: Anchor 
Books, p. 165). "Redeeming the time" and the "still, small voice" are from Ephesians 
5:16 and I Kings 19:12, respectively (King James Version). Other translations are by 
Ronald Knox and Michael Oakley of The Imitation of Christ (New York, NY: Sheed and 
Ward, 1962), Bernhard Ehrling of Markings (i.e., A Reader's Guide to Dag 
Hammarskjöld's Waymarks, 2010, available as a free download at 
https://www.daghammarskjold.se/publication/readers-guide-dag-hammarskjolds-
waymarks/), and Gregory Hays of the Meditations (New York, NY: Modern Library, 
2002).  
 
In #3, the "Asia and Europe" quotation by Marcus Aurelius is from Gregory Hays' 
translation of the Meditations, Book 6, Chapter 36 (ibid., p. 77). The "one critic" is Pierre 
Hadot, who theorized, along with P. A. Brunt and R. B. Rutherford, that Marcus wrote 
"hypomnēmata," which is Greek for "personal notes taken on a day-to-day basis," that 
were eventually collected into the 12 books of his Meditations. Other Romans and Greeks 
also kept personal notes (e.g., Pamphila, Aulus Gellius, Plutarch, Arrian), but Marcus 
focused his on more spiritual topics and addressed them solely to himself. See pp. 30 to 
34 of Hadot's The Inner Citadel: The Meditations of Marcus Aurelius (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 1998). The Bible quotation is from Luke 18:13 (Revised 
Standard Version).  
 
In #4, the Latinate part of the subtitle was used memorably by Charles Lamb on the 
occasion of his retirement from the East India House after 33 years of service as a clerk. 
See "The Superannuated Man" in The Essays of Elia and the Last Essays of Elia 
(London: Oxford University Press, The World's Classics, 1901, reprinted 1964, pp. 278 
to 287). The phrase "something understood" is George Herbert's from his poem, "Prayer 
(1)" in The Works of George Herbert, edited with a commentary by F. E. Hutchinson 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1941, 1945, p. 51).  
 
In #5, the quotation is from Christian Wiman's My Bright Abyss: Meditation of a Modern 
Believer (New York, NY: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2013, p. 21). 
 

http://www.textmanuscripts.com/tm-assets/tm-descriptions/descriptions-march17/900_thomas-a-kempis_imitatio-christi-.pdf
http://www.textmanuscripts.com/tm-assets/tm-descriptions/descriptions-march17/900_thomas-a-kempis_imitatio-christi-.pdf
https://www.daghammarskjold.se/publication/readers-guide-dag-hammarskjolds-waymarks/
https://www.daghammarskjold.se/publication/readers-guide-dag-hammarskjolds-waymarks/
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Essays 
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BACKGROUND STORY, OR WOULD YOU LIKE PROSE WITH THAT HAIKU? 
 
old red Schwinn 
abandoned in weeds― 
outburst of rain 
 
The "old red Schwinn" poem was written on May 23, 1988. I was 
probably smoking a Marlboro Light at the time and resting my haiku 
notebook on my knee as I sat on the front porch steps of my first owned 
home in North Carolina. I was keeping an eye on my first child, who was 
2 years old then. She was in front of me in her stroller and waiting to be 
pushed around the block again, a ritual we performed each night when 
I got home from work. I must have seen some neighborhood boy race his 
bike on the downhill straightaway that was the street in front of our 
house. Back then, seeing any bicyclist triggered daydreams about my old 
bike.  
 
As a teenager in central Ohio, I'd sold Christmas card "subscriptions" 
door to door one summer to save enough money to help my parents buy 
the Schwinn for me (we went "halfsies"). Later, after I earned more 
money doing some gardening for a widow who lived near us, I hung 
matching wire baskets over its rear tire, a combination speedometer and 
odometer on its handlebars, and a rearview mirror near its left grip. 
I rode my Schwinn out to a quarry past the county fairgrounds to the 
north and to the basketball courts and baseball diamonds at all of the city 
parks, many of which were named after U.S. Presidents who had died in 
office―Lincoln, Garfield, McKinley, Kennedy. And of course, I often 
rode downtown to the Goodwill Store near the Episcopal Church so 
I could browse in its 10 cent bookracks, or I'd head for the cigar store in 
the shadow of the courthouse so I could leaf through the newest comic 
books (and peek at the girlie mag displays). Later, I'd bike to the 
Carnegie Public Library next to my parents' Baptist church where 
I "discovered" Walt Whitman's Leaves of Grass one fateful summer 
afternoon. 
  
The bike and I were inseparable until I loaned it to a friend to ride one 
summer morning. He said he needed to borrow it so he could go 
swimming with some other friends at a reservoir about 10 miles or so 
south of town. However, he abandoned the bike in a ditch after he ran 
over a nail and got a flat tire. And he neglected to tell me what happened 
until much later, too late for my dad and me to go out to find it.  
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The photograph was taken by my mom at the start of my one-and-only 
overnight bike hike in the mid-1960s. Our Boy Scout troop met on 
Monday evenings in the basement of a Methodist church downtown. 
One year, the scoutmaster decided we were old enough for a bike hike. 
So, we pedaled out of town about 10 miles to a small roadside park next 
to an abandoned electric power plant near a river, just 2 miles north from 
the village where my family lived in the early 1950s.  
 
I seem to remember that my dad had to drive out with a replacement 
chain or tire for my bike at the halfway point of the hike. He may even 
have driven me to the roadside park with my repaired bike in the trunk of 
his Impala because the rest of the troop had gone ahead without me.  
 
The power plant had a spooky, brick smokestack taller than anything else 
for miles around. Years later, when I read from William Blake's 
"Jerusalem," the line that goes "among these dark Satanic mills" made 
me remember that old building and its gloomy outbuildings encircled by 
barbwire and "Keep Out" signs. Looking up from a marshmallow 
browned by that long-dead campfire in the mid-1960s, I prayed that the 
oak woods wouldn't catch fire. 
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RETROSPECTIVE HAIBUN, OR WHY I LOVE THE PAST 
 
I'm a writer with strong nostalgic longings. So, it's only natural that one 
of my favorite essayists is Charles Lamb, someone else who labored for 
decades as a harmless office worker and who also longed for and wrote 
mostly about the past. Gerald Monsman talks academically about this 
aspect of Charles Lamb:1  
 

Because quotidian or physical reality presents itself as a 
privation, Lamb's work is "mainly retrospective," as Walter 
Pater noted...For Elia, the South-Sea House in its desolation 
becomes a symbol of all vanished glory―all forms of absence or 
distance in space, time, and consciousness that undermine the 
original grounding of reality...In the "Oxford" essay, Elia shifts 
his scene analogously, moving from the outer world of the 
present to an interior world of the past in quest of a reality that 
will underwrite existence...The present is always "flat, jejune" 
(lacking nourishing quality), and the past seems to beckon men 
to an escape from the insipid starved present. 

 
Monsman then quotes from Lamb's "Oxford in the Vacation," the second 
in the Essays of Elia: 
 

Antiquity! thou wondrous charm, what art thou? that, being 
nothing, art every thing! When thou wert, thou wert not 
antiquity--then thou wert nothing, but hadst a remoter antiquity, 
as thou called'st it, to look back to with blind veneration; thou 
thyself being to thyself flat, jejune, modern! What mystery lurks 
in this retroversion? or what half Januses are we, that cannot 
look forward with the same idolatry with which we for ever 
revert! The mighty future is as nothing, being every thing! the 
past is every thing, being nothing! 

 
I titled my first collection of haibun The Longest Time because the past is 
the time that I've lived in and think about the most. The present is so 
fleeting it's almost nonexistent, and the future of course is unknown. 
This situation is bound to intensify as I age.  

                                                 
1 See Confessions of a Prosaic Dreamer: Charles Lamb's Art of Autobiography (Durham, 
NC: Duke University Press, 1984, pp. 40-42). 
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HAIBUN: IT'S A FAMILY THING 
 
A haibun is a family gathering, perhaps a reunion, of young and old and 
middle aged. Some dads huff prose and some cousins whisper poetry and 
some sons and daughters do a bit of both or talk gibberish like an uncle 
through his beer and mustache. All are interacting, replaying old lines, 
trying new routines, listening to each other, or sleeping in front of the 
TV, the butt of a face-painting prank. The prose members and the haiku 
members can say the same lines elsewhere in another setting, such as in a 
formal gathering of poems or in a critic's selective review. Words voiced 
separately may even gain some acclaim and applause. Although what's 
said in nonfamily settings will sound similar to what was said before, it 
will have a different meaning, a loss usually of context. Outside the 
haibun family and its relationships, the family members will have 
different personalities, none perhaps as dynamic as what they share with 
those who also have similar lips and eyes, tones and intentions. 
 
end of summer 
another family 
in my old home 
 
So, in a haibun, the prose and the haiku can and will stand alone, just as 
they can and will stand together, depending on how a reader, the 
stranger, chooses to experience them. Haibunists can't expect that 
everything they write will be read in sequence and in its entirety. 
Novella-length haibun need to be broken up into edible parts, or they 
may not be read at all. Even some careful readers, such as Samuel 
Johnson, skim across the page and through a book, much like skaters on 
a river. The effect of the words that are read, either silently in one's head 
or aloud in an armchair or on a stage, will also vary depending on a 
reader's short-term memory and ability to comprehend what the writer 
may think has been clearly enunciated in black and white. It's all relative, 
so to speak. 
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WRITING ONE TANKA, OR WOULD YOU LIKE PROSE WITH THAT 
TANKA? 
 
My younger daughter once wrote a poem that is like a tanka, so after 
commenting on it and offering her a rewrite (what are parents for?!), 
I shared with her my one and only attempt at writing tanka: 
 
where is the notebook 
stamped with goldenrod 
that once I placed 
into the hands 
of a drunken friend 
 
This was "inspired" by Kenya Washio's tanka, which was quoted and 
explicated in a feature article on a Japanese cell-phone tanka club from 
the October 7, 2005, Raleigh, North Carolina, News & Observer's Life, 
etc., section, p. 9E, which in turn was based on an October 4, 2005, 
Wall Street Journal piece by Phred Dvorak.2  
 
Here's Kenya Washio's tanka: 
 

Whither the baseball 
stamped with the emblem of Health 
which once I did throw 
into the wide-spreading mitt 
held by my elder brother. 

 
Here's the first draft of my first tanka, which closely parallels Kenya 
Washio's poem: 
 
whither the notebook 
stamped with a drawing of wheat 
that once I placed 
in the hands 
of a drunken friend 
 
To avoid an archaism ("whither") that a local haiku friend noted and to 
make it sound more like a Western poem that perhaps echoes François 

                                                 
2 At https://webspace.yale.edu/anth254/restricted/press/WSJ_051003.pdf.  

https://webspace.yale.edu/anth254/restricted/press/WSJ_051003.pdf
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Villon's line, "where are the snows of yesteryear," the tanka was next 
revised as follows: 
 
gone the notebook 
stamped with goldenrod 
that once I placed 
into the hands 
of a drunken friend 
 
As I worked on the tanka, I was thinking of a time in the early 1970s 
when I lived like a hermit in a cheap apartment above a Goodwill Store 
in my hometown in central Ohio. (The Goodwill Store and the 
apartments above it have since been torn down for a parking lot.) I was 
working odd jobs then, mostly warehouse manual labor, and attending 
college when I could afford the tuition, at a branch campus of Ohio State 
University. I was taking entry-level English courses on "Introduction to 
Drama," "Introduction to Fiction," and others, as well as basic math and 
science courses, such as "Introduction to Logic," and "Introduction to 
Geology."  
 
One Friday night, a friend from my high school days dropped by with his 
latest girlfriend, and both had been drinking. They later fell in love, got 
married, had kids, found Jesus, and are now devout parents. I 
occasionally get a year-end letter addressed to all of their friends and 
relatives, and it's full of Bible references and quotations, as well as news 
of personal sicknesses and faith healings.  
 
Back then, my friend would ask me about religious topics because he 
thought that, in his words, "I knew things." I was taking an English class 
that winter on "The Bible as Literature" from a hen-pecked professor 
who was about to retire. We used the Riverside Press edition of the 
Dartmouth Bible, the King James translation, as our main text. My 
course notebook was full of his witty asides and detailed lectures from 
class, several redrawn maps of Bible lands, and rough drafts of papers.  
 
When my friend showed up sloshed at my apartment that evening with 
his girlfriend, he was a college dropout, a sometime factory worker, and 
a drummer in a local band. He was a seeker though and still wanted to 
learn, so he asked whether he could borrow my Bible class notebook. 
I said "OK," we talked a while, then they left. Through a second floor, 
lead-lined window pane, I watched them stumble into his late 1960s 
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Chevy Impala parked jauntily alongside the snowy sidewalk of the brick 
storefront. He was clutching the notebook as he got behind the wheel. 
 
A little later, I asked him to return the notebook, but he and his girl said 
that they'd forgotten all about borrowing it and couldn't find it in the 
Impala or anywhere else. My professor died a long time ago, and I rarely 
return to my hometown now. I replied to one of their year-end letters a 
few years ago and asked again about the Bible notebook, but they didn't 
reply then or since. At least the notebook may have done someone some 
good: He and his wife both eventually sobered up and became believers.3  
 

Unless a grain of wheat falls into the earth and dies, it remains 
alone; but if it dies, it bears much fruit.4  

 
 

 
"Inside Harding Memorial," Marion, Ohio, July 2012 

                                                 
3 After writing this essay, I found another tanka that I had attempted to write at work after 
taking a lunchtime trip to the post office: 

not far from a mantis 
on a cold concrete walk 
by a sunlit post office 
a Hindi in her parked van 
prays palm pressed to palm 

4 John 12:24. 
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HAIKU, HAIBUN, AND MEDITATION 
 
Many who read and write haiku today in the West share a misconception 
that haiku is solely Zen based, forgetting altogether that Buson and Shiki 
were haiku poets, not haiku mendicants, such as Bashō, Issa, Santōka, 
and Hōsai Ozaki were. Haiku does have a deep Zen root, or at least a 
Buddhist one, as well as some strictly literary roots. I was introduced to 
haiku through a high school writing exercise in a sophomore English 
class (I still have that first "haiku") and through a coming-of-age baptism 
by reading the Beats (e.g., Gary Snyder, Jack Kerouac, and Philip 
Whalen in Kerouac's haibun-like novel, Dharma Bums) and J.D. Salinger 
in his short story "Teddy" and other tales. Kerouac and Salinger in turn 
primarily learned about haiku by reading R.H. Blyth, who stressed 
haiku's Zen influence, as well as by reading Harold Henderson and 
perhaps Kenneth Yasuda, who stressed haiku's aesthetics. Maybe 
Kerouac and Salinger didn't read deeply enough into Blyth's haiku 
history because it seems that they tied their haiku swing onto just the 
Zen branch of the haiku tree. 
 
I've never practiced Zen (i.e., sat in zazen) or studied it in order to write 
haiku and haibun. I've read Zen books and Zen haiku, however. Any 
good haiku or haibun that I've written, ones that aren't merely examples 
of clever wordplay, have resulted from deeply felt experience. The 
experience is recalled, written down, and revised usually while I 
unconsciously take some deep breaths to relax, slow down, focus, sort of 
like what might happen if I intentionally practiced "insight meditation" 
(i.e., Vipassana) with a pen and notebook in hand to record each 
"moment." I've not yet experienced a haiku (or a haibun) by consciously 
taking deep breaths (the breathing = the experience), but that may be 
possible. There's a greater chance of hyperventilation! 
 
I first used deep-breathing techniques when I gave up smoking cigarettes 
in January 1992, and I haven't had any tobacco since that time, except for 
a few precious whiffs from a distance of second-hand cigar smoke. To 
overcome the physical addiction to nicotine, a 10- to 14-day process 
usually, I simply breathed in for a count of four whenever I had the urge 
to smoke, held my breath for four counts, and then exhaled for a count of 
four until the urge to smoke left me. The deep breathing was actually just 
a simulation of what I did whenever I'd inhaled and exhaled the smoke of 
a cigarette. Until that urge passed, I had to do the deep-breathing exercise 
20 or 25 times a day because I was a pack or a pack-and-a-half smoker at 
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the time I quit. Since then, however, I've only occasionally remembered 
to use deep breathing to get through day-to-day stressful situations.  
 
I once made an effort to learn how to meditate the Vipassana way 
through an adult learning class at Meredith College in Raleigh, but I 
didn't pursue it much further after the five or six evening class sessions 
ended. Later, an Indian friend from work (he's originally from Ceylon) 
who is a practicing Buddhist invited me to attend the meetings of a local 
"insight meditation" group he belongs to. I promised to go to one or two 
of their regular meetings to try it again, but have not yet found the time. 
 
Until then, I occasionally read from a book about haiku and insight 
meditation that was published in 2002 by Kodansha: Take a Deep 
Breath: The Haiku Way to Inner Peace. Its 44 haiku are by Sylvia 
Forges-Ryan, past president of the Haiku Society of America. Her 
husband, Edward Ryan, a clinical psychologist who has served on the 
board of the Insight Meditation Society, provides a haibun-like 
commentary on each haiku. An excerpt from their book is available at 
Amazon.com, including a commentary by Edward Ryan that ties the 
following haiku by Sylvia Forges-Ryan to the Christian resurrection: 
 

Summer solstice-- 
    half in, half out of water 
         a small frog 
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DEMOCRATIC HAIBUN 
 
What might it mean, "democratic haibun"? "Haibun for the people" is 
too circular. Perhaps such haibun simply use common expressions in a 
common language, so they can be understood by most readers. 
 
Walt Whitman certainly could have provided a clear answer (and 
examples!) had he or his mentor, Ralph Waldo Emerson, come across 
translations of Bashō, Buson, and Issa in their wide readings from the 
Orient and the Occident. And it's unfortunate that Whitman didn't live 
long enough to exchange letters with Shiki, his near contemporary, 
who in the late 1890s wrote a series of tanka on baseball:5  
 

     far away 
under the skies of America 
     they began 
baseball—ah, 
I could watch it forever! 

 
In the "Calamus" poems, Whitman's persona longs to meet others of like 
mind and heart worldwide:6  
 

This moment yearning and thoughtful sitting alone,  
It seems to me there are other men in other lands yearning and  
         thoughtful,  
It seems to me I can look over and behold them in Germany,  
         Italy, France, Spain,  
 Or far, far away, in China, or in Russia or Japan, talking other  
         dialects,  
And it seems to me if I could know those men I should become  
         attached to them as I do to men in my own lands,  

                                                 
5 See Janine Beichman's Masaoka Shiki (Boston, Twayne Publishers, 1982, p. 91, 
Twayne World Authors Series [TWAS] 661). Also see Sanford Goldstein and Seishi 
Shinoda's translations of Shiki's baseball tanka in Songs from a Bamboo Village: Selected 
Tanka from Takenosato Uta by Shiki Masaoka (Rutland, VT, Charles E. Tuttle Co., 1998, 
pp. 153-156). Moreover, Shiki wrote the first baseball haiku. To read all nine of his 
baseball haiku, see the wonderful anthology, Baseball Haiku: American and Japanese 
Haiku and Senryu on Baseball, edited with translations by Cor van den Heuvel and 
Nanae Tamura (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 2007). 
6 "This Moment Yearning and Thoughtful" is from the 1891-92 edition of the poem (see 
http://www.whitmanarchive.org/published/LG/1891/poems/64). 

http://www.whitmanarchive.org/published/LG/1891/poems/64
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O I know we should be brethren and lovers,   
I know I should be happy with them.  

 
Before the Good Gray Poet died on March 26, 1892, in Camden, 
New Jersey, at 328 Mickle Street, a place he called "a little old shanty 
of my own," some of those men (and women) from other lands came to 
him, attracted by songs from his "barbaric yawp over the roofs of the 
world." He entertained a stream of international visitors in Camden, 
especially admiring Englishmen, such as Oscar Wilde in 1882, and 
Englishwomen, such as Anne Gilchrist, the widow of William Blake's 
biographer, who traveled to America in 1876 with three of her children 
and hoped to marry Whitman, who was a recovering paralytic, an invalid 
who sunbathed in the woods and wrestled saplings to the ground to gain 
back his strength.  
 
Some of Whitman's many disciples may have visited the Far East, too, 
and could have brought back Japanese poetry to share with him. One of 
his American followers and apologists, William Douglas O'Connor, in 
fact, corresponded with Lafcadio Hearn, who lived in Japan and wrote 
extensively about its culture.7 But O'Connor and Whitman had a parting 
of the ways in 1872. Whitman's Boswell, Horace Traubel, mentions in 
his voluminous conversations one intriguing bit of dialogue from 
Thursday, May 3, 1888:8  
 

I mentioned Lafcadio Hearn. W. said: "My attention was 
first called to him by William O'Connor, who may have 
met him personally—I don't feel clear on that point—but 
who at any rate entertained great hopes for his future—
hopes that are being justified. I had one of his books here 
which Dr. Bucke carried off with him. Hearn has a 
delicate beautiful nature: he got into instant rapport with 
the Japanese. These story writers do not as a rule reach 
me—I find they stay too much on the surface of the ground. 

 

                                                 
7 New York Public Library, 2006, Guide to the William Douglas O'Connor Collection of 
Papers, 1863-1888 (see http://www.nypl.org/research/manuscripts/berg/brgoconn.xml). 
8 Horace Traubel, 1906, With Walt Whitman in Camden, Volume I, p. 96 
(see http://www.whitmanarchive.org/criticism/disciples/traubel/index.html). 

http://www.nypl.org/research/manuscripts/berg/brgoconn.xml
http://www.whitmanarchive.org/criticism/disciples/traubel/index.html
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Walt Whitman, 328 Mickle Street, Camden, New Jersey9 

 
Had just one of Whitman's disciples pressed an actual book of haibun 
into his hands and said "Read this!" instead of running off with the one 
title that may have at least mentioned haiku… But Dr. R. Maurice Bucke 
of Canada absconded with it, perhaps for use in his Whitman chapter in 
that mystical tome called Cosmic Consciousness. Had Whitman kept the 
book, he might then have been inspired to rewrite his Timber Creek 
entries in Specimen Days, capping them with haiku.  
 
It's tempting now to try to pair in a "haibun" Whitman's impromptu prose 
pieces from Specimen Days with haiku-like poems or parts of poems 
from his Leaves of Grass, just to see the effect. Here's one of several 
"found" pairs that could be produced:10  
 

                                                 
9 This photograph, taken by Thomas Eakins, is described by Cyril Reade at  
http://cyrilreade.camden.rutgers.edu/camden/walt-whitman-house/.  
10 Specimen Days, a book of prose sketches, starts with autobiographical information, 
continues with Civil War notes, and ends with sundry journal and newspaper jottings. For 
"Entering a Long Farm-Lane," the prose was taken from the Complete Poetry and 
Collected Prose version at http://etext.virginia.edu/toc/modeng/public/WhiPro1.html. 
The poem for the "haibun" was taken from the 1891-92 Leaves of Grass, the "By the 
Roadside" section, and is titled "A Farm Picture" (see 
http://www.whitmanarchive.org/published/LG/1891/poems/133). 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiD5t_3qLjSAhUJKyYKHajFDTIQjRwIBw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fcyrilreade.camden.rutgers.edu%2Fcamden%2Fwalt-whitman-house%2F&psig=AFQjCNHWCdfl3cQdVTt_76kaDLIuHoG8cw&ust=1488561209707306
http://cyrilreade.camden.rutgers.edu/camden/walt-whitman-house/
http://etext.virginia.edu/toc/modeng/public/WhiPro1.html
http://www.whitmanarchive.org/published/LG/1891/poems/133
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Entering a Long Farm-Lane 
 
As every man has his hobby-liking, mine is for a real farm-
lane fenced by old chestnut-rails gray-green with dabs of 
moss and lichen, copious weeds and briers growing in spots 
athwart the heaps of stray-pick'd stones at the fence bases—
irregular paths worn between, and horse and cow tracks—
all characteristic accompaniments marking and scenting the 
neighborhood in their seasons—apple-tree blossoms in 
forward April—pigs, poultry, a field of August buckwheat, 
and in another the long flapping tassels of maize—and so to 
the pond, the expansion of the creek, the secluded-beautiful, 
with young and old trees, and such recesses and vistas. 
 
Through the ample open door of the peaceful country barn,  
A sunlit pasture field with cattle and horses feeding,  
And haze and vista, and the far horizon fading away.  

 
It's vain though to wish that Whitman had read, as we now can in a 
number of easily obtained translations, Bashō's Narrow Road to the Deep 
North and Issa's The Year of My Life. Whitman may have discovered that 
those two "story writers," although "they stay…on the surface of the 
ground," manage to pull much from the depths, too. 
 

It avails not, time nor place—distance avails not,  
I am with you, you men and women of a generation, or ever so  
         many generations hence,  
Just as you feel when you look on the river and sky, so I felt,  
Just as any of you is one of a living crowd, I was one of a crowd,  
Just as you are refresh'd by the gladness of the river and the  
         bright flow, I was refresh'd,  
Just as you stand and lean on the rail, yet hurry with the swift  
         current, I stood yet was hurried,  
Just as you look on the numberless masts of ships and the thick-  
         stemm'd pipes of steamboats, I look'd.11  

                                                 
11 From "Crossing Brooklyn Ferry," 1891-92 edition 
(http://www.whitmanarchive.org/published/LG/1891/poems/87). 

http://www.whitmanarchive.org/published/LG/1891/poems/87
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ON RUTH HOLZER'S "BRUEHL" 
 

We were off duty for the weekend and went up to Bruehl. 
Years later, the city would become known for a fatal train 
wreck right at the station, but back then, the main attractions 
were still the elaborate castles of Augustusburg and 
Falkenlust. Where I saw Old World grandeur, he saw only 
the injustice of royal oppression. Anyway, he had been there 
before, with his wife and children. We stopped for coffee at 
an Italian restaurant on one of the main streets. We talked 
and talked. Then it was afternoon and we ordered lunch and 
talked more. Downstairs, the rest rooms were pink and 
black—like a bordello, he said, and hummed a tune from 
"The Threepenny Opera." By then it was evening, and we 
had dinner there too. We considered going to a piano recital 
at night, but returned to Bonn instead. As he drove, he 
recited "Death Fugue." 
  
bona fides—  
remaining faithful 
to other people 

 
In "Bruehl," Ruth Holzer employs understatement and multiple allusions 
to reveal a microcosm of two lives bisecting with unexpected intimacy. 
She provides a time-exposed snapshot of these individuals as they move 
briefly across an historical landscape. To do this, she uses just 150 words 
in 11 varied-length sentences of expository, almost flat journalistic prose, 
as well as a 7-word definitional and humorless senryu and a simple 
1-word title. Although not written in the present tense, as many haibun 
are (or are expected to be), her narration can be placed there either (a) as 
a personal, inside-the-head recollection preserved in the narrator's diary 
or (b) as a spoken-aloud, shared anecdote with a mutual friend, someone 
who knows both the narrator and perhaps her traveling companion. 
As close and slow readers (i.e., doubling-back re-readers), we become 
eavesdropping listeners admitted into the narrator's confidence. 
 
The title "Bruehl" (or "Brühl") is a place name, of course, and probably 
has no significance to most nonresidents of this German city of 
approximately 50,000 population, the hometown of Max Ernst, 
prominent 20th century surrealist and dadaist. The title matter-of-factly 
sets the scene here, just as "Marienbad" or "Venice" might be used to 
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place other figures in other landscapes. A clever variation, such as 
"Last Year at Bruehl" or "Death in Bruehl," would have been facetious or 
revealed too soon the narrator's hand, turning her serious expression into 
a sardonic poker face. 
 
The prose narrative begins in media res. It's unknown until the 
penultimate sentence from whence the pair have arrived―Bonn, former 
capital of Germany, a 25- to 30-kilometer drive southeast of Bruehl, little 
more than a half-hour each way. Based on the first statement's bare facts, 
it's also unknown what the pair share besides being "off duty." They may 
be married to each other and have left their children with a babysitter or a 
friend. Or they may be married, but not to each other, and are having an 
affair. Or they could be day-tripping co-workers stepping outside their 
everyday roles as, perhaps, translators working for a university or the 
military or a government in order to take a Saturday spin in a rented car.  
 
The narrative jumps ahead in the next sentence to a time "years later," 
which helps the reader guess when the events in the haibun took place. 
As the narrator begins to recall her time in Bruehl, she first pauses to 
think of a human-caused tragedy, foreshadowing perhaps another type of 
disaster that she and her companion managed to avoid in the same city. 
Moving at more than 120 kilometers/hour on February 6, 2000, the 
D 203 "Schweiz-Express" Amsterdam-Basel derailed in the Bruehl train 
station while passing through a passing-siding switch that was meant to 
be used at no more than 40 kilometers/hour. Nine persons died, and 
many dozens were injured. The narrator oddly equates this memorable 
event with two of the city's more conventional tourist attractions, the 
ones she and her traveling companion visited when they reached Bruehl 
after perhaps a leisurely scenic drive through the countryside south of the 
city. Built in the 18th century at great expense by the Elector and 
Archbishop of Cologne, Clemens August von Wittelsbach, in the grand 
rococo style, Falkenlust is a former hunting lodge used by the archbishop 
for falconry and entertaining ladies, and Augustusburg Castle was used 
by the German government for 50 years after World War II as a 
reception hall for guests of state. 
 
The narrative reverts to the time of the haibun in the third sentence. 
This statement is a miniature study in contrasts―she's impressed by the 
past, while he petulantly rails against old injustices. She doesn't dwell on 
this difference of opinion. Instead, in the next sentence, she focuses on 
the only biographical detail given about either of them in the 
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haibun―he's a father of more than one child and may still be a husband. 
She precedes her flat aside with a dismissive "anyway," as if to say, 
"to make a long story short," and she adds a comma for perhaps a 
judgmental pause before revealing the telling biographical detail. It's at 
this point in the haibun where a close reader should begin to wonder 
what's going on inside the minds and emotions of these characters. 
 
Rather than tell us directly though, the narrator uses the next three 
sentences to describe almost from an outside observer's perspective their 
long conversation over coffee, which continued through lunch, and then 
ran on into the afternoon and evening. The effect of revealing nothing 
substantial, of looking in from the outside, is that it piques the reader's 
interest further to get involved and to overlay a probable conversation 
onto theirs. What the pair discussed is left up to the reader's imagination, 
which is often the best technique for a haibun practitioner to follow. 
 
The final four sentences do reveal parts of the couple's conversation, but 
they're mostly his parts―a paraphrased off-hand comment, his humming 
of a cabaret song, and his recitation of a poem. Except for their joint 
decision to not attend a piano recital and to return to Bonn instead, the 
narrator's thoughts and opinions are not shared. We can only continue to 
try to read her mind by interpreting what she has decided to tell. After 
drinking coffee all afternoon and having lunch, the man (and the woman, 
too, most likely) needed to use the necessary rooms. The tune that the 
man hums from The Threepenny Opera is left up to the reader to decide. 
The 1928 play by Bertolt Brecht and Kurt Weill has many more songs 
besides "The Ballad of Mack the Knife" that Bobby Darin made famous 
in the late 1950s, including the "Song of Solomon" sung by Jenny the 
prostitute in the final act, which ties in with an allusion at the end of the 
haibun. 
 
Had the narrative ended here, it would have been a bland traveler's tale 
about a foiled lovers' tryst, perhaps not worth rereading except for sexual 
innuendo, especially if a one-dimensional poem, such as the following 
hypothetical one, had been used to cap it:  
 

red street light 
flashing on a wedding dress 
in a shop window 
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Ruth Holzer's choice of a last sentence and her poem, however, make it a 
haibun worth remembering. 
 
The last statement in the haibun's prose is quite simple: "As he drove, he 
recited 'Death Fugue.'" This is Paul Celan's 1945 poem, "Todesfuge" in 
German. It was his first poem to appear in print and was published 
originally in Romanian as "Tangoul Mortii." The poem is generally 
considered to be "the Guernica of postwar European literature," 
according to John Felstiner,12 and "has become a historical agent, 
accumulating its own biography." The poem's speakers, Jewish prisoners 
in a German concentration camp, chant the opening lines: 
 

Black milk of daybreak we drink it at evening 
we drink it at midday and morning we drink it at night 
we drink and we drink 
we shovel a grave in the air where you won't lie too cramped 
A man lives in the house he plays with his vipers he writes 
he writes when it grows dark to Deutschland your golden hair 
     Margareta 
he writes it and steps out of doors and the stars are all sparkling 
     he whistles his hounds to stay close 
he whistles his Jews into rows has them shovel a grave in the 
    ground 
he commands us play up for the dance 

 
After this first stanza, "Todesfuge" continues for three more stanzas of a 
similar length, all variations of the first stanza, repeating in greater 
intensity its thoughts and phrases. Shulamith is introduced in the sixth 
line of stanza two: "Your ashen hair Shulamith we shovel a grave in the 
air where you won't lie too cramped."  
 
Imagine riding in a car at night in Germany while the driver next to you 
recites a poem from the Holocaust in a calm monotone, perhaps in 
German. What might have triggered him to recite it? They leave Bruehl 
at night, possibly under a sky of "sparkling" stars. They return to Bonn 
on the same day that they arrived in Bruehl, a Saturday most likely (until 
sundown, the Sabbath for observant Jews). The couple may perhaps have 
taken a northern route out of town to reach the fast A155 back to Bonn. 
                                                 
12 See John Felstiner's Paul Celan: Poet, Survivor, Jew (New Haven and London: Yale 
University Press, Yale Nota Bene, 2001, p. 26). Lines from "Todesfuge" quoted here 
were translated by John Felstiner (ibid., pp. 31-32). 
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If so, they may have passed near the spire of the St. Margaretha church in 
Bruehl. Celan's poem ends with a two-line stanza (shown below in 
German) that pairs Margareta, the golden-haired heroine from Goethe's 
Faust, with the ashen-haired Shulamith from Solomon's Song of Songs:  
 

dein goldenes Haar Margarete 
dein aschenes Haar Sulamith 

 
He may also have been thinking of Shulamith earlier as he hummed a 
Kurt Weill song in the restaurant. Along the route to Bonn are train 
tracks, moreover, and factories with smokestacks, causing anyone with 
family memories of the 1940s to recall that nightmare from the past.  
 

He shouts play death more sweetly this Death is a master from 
     Deutschland 
he shouts scrape your strings darker you'll rise then as smoke to 
     the sky 
you'll then have a grave in the clouds where you won't lie too 
     cramped 

 
We memorize what's important to us and repeat it for strength to go on, 
to remind us who we are and what are our roots. The words become part 
of our moral resume. For some, the grounding words may be 
"Todesfuge" or Billie Holiday's "Strange Fruit" or a prayer or a name. 
 
The narrator of "Bruehl" listened to her friend as he spoke from and of 
the darkness. Years later, as she read about the train wreck in Bruehl, she 
remembers her co-worker, who may subsequently have died, but who 
definitely remained faithful to his wife and children. Here, she offers a 
definition that is the obverse of mauvaise fois, "bad faith," with a private 
example of another's bona fides, "evidence of one's good faith or 
genuineness," and of her own choices. 
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ON JAMES LUGURI: "DO NOT BE ANXIOUS..." 
 
Not asking their names, 
not trying to remember: 
wildflowers. 
 
Why single this poem out as a "favorite haiku"?13 It's unknown to most 
readers and has attracted very few admirers, yet with each encounter it 
quietly coaxes me to slow down a second and experience the haiku way 
of perception. In it, I can overhear the author, James T. Luguri, as he 
struggles to focus on just one thing, now ("wildflowers"), while ignoring 
distractions from without, in the future ("not asking their names"), and 
from within, in the past ("not trying to remember"). His language of 
flowers is one of nonattachment and differs completely from the 
elaborate Victorian florigraphy that florists once foisted on the lovelorn 
and the "lovetorn."14 Luguri wants to forget all that and more in order to 
return himself and his readers to Adam's prelapsarian garden, to a time 
and state before all the names were handed out. Through his eyes, we, 
too, can be with wildflowers as they truly are, living beings within a 
blooming creation. The "dearest freshness deep down things"15 doesn't 
carry the baggage of botanical, symbolic, or mythological labels. It 
shines instead like "shook foil," revealing an unnameable God-stamped 
identity.  
 
This haiku way of perception for James Luguri complemented his 
religious way of life and his vocation as a teacher of classes on the Bible, 
Dante, and Shakespeare. In addition to haiku, he wrote longer poems, 
aphorisms, and expository essays and criticism, most of which were 
unpublished in his lifetime. He died on April 23, 1985, at age 38 of a 
heart attack that he suffered while jogging. A collection of his haiku was 

                                                 
13 This essay was prepared (in case anyone asked for an explanation) for the April 30, 
2011, North Carolina Haiku Society's 32nd annual Haiku Holiday at Bolin Brook Farm, 
Chapel Hill. Attendees were asked to bring "one favorite haiku on a 3 x 5 card...by 
someone other than yourself." (No one asked.) 
14 "In the early 1700's, Lady Mary Wortley Montague, an Englishwoman living in 
Constantinople, popularized the Turkish custom of using the language of flowers in love 
letters to her sweetheart back home. By the late 1700's, numerous 'flower dictionaries' 
had been published across England. With the dawn of the Victorian era in the early 
1800's, flowers were the acceptable way to communicate heartfelt feelings that would 
otherwise go unspoken." For more details, see 
http://web.extension.illinois.edu/macon/palette/, among many other online resources. 
15 Gerard Manley Hopkins, "God's Grandeur" (http://www.bartleby.com/122/7.html). 

http://web.extension.illinois.edu/macon/palette/
http://www.bartleby.com/122/7.html
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published in 1987 by Peter Luguri and Gregory Martin in To Make a 
World: One Hundred Haiku and One Waka.16 According to a one-
paragraph biography in the back of this posthumously published book, 
James Luguri was "a native of Lindenhurst, Long Island," who  
 

left home at the age of thirteen to enter a Carmelite 
community. After ten years he left the order and completed 
his education in Berkeley, California, receiving advanced 
degrees at the Graduate Theological Union and the 
University of California. A teacher by profession, he 
taught at various institutions and at various levels, from 
junior high through graduate school and adult education. 
His principal forms of expression were haiku and 
aphorism, although he also wrote many longer poems and 
translated several works of Rainer Maria Rilke...At the 
time of his death he was on the faculty of the Franciscan 
School of Theology, in Berkeley, teaching in the area of 
theology and the arts, and also on the faculty of the 
Department of Religious Studies at St. Mary's College, 
Moraga. 
 

John E. McEntyre, a colleague of Luguri's at Saint Mary's College of 
California, wrote a brief appreciative essay titled "James Luguri's Haiku" 
that was published in The Christian Century.17 McEntyre starts by noting 
that Robert Aitken Roshi, the renowned American Zen master and haiku 
student and friend of R.H. Blyth, once described Luguri as "the best 
haiku poet in English and possibly in any tongue." Then he supports that 
assertion by quoting several of Luguri's haiku as he summarizes 
succinctly the main features of Luguri's approach. Here are a few points 
that McEntyre makes:  
 

• "Haiku, the briefest form of poetry, embody the Japanese and 
Franciscan virtue of simplicity with a deceptive grace and 
eloquence. Luguri's haiku, like his life, show that the last will be 
first, that the least detail is already greatest." 

• "Luguri's haiku make concrete the Christian doctrine of 
incarnation, showing how extraordinary everyday reality is. 

                                                 
16 To Make a World: One Hundred Haiku and One Waka. Berkeley, CA: Gregory Martin, 
1987. See #23 for the "Not asking their names" haiku. 
17 The Christian Century, Volume 104, Number 17, May 20-27, 1987, pp. 486-488. 
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His poems do not discuss theological doctrine, they embody it; 
or in the language more common to Zen, they 'realize' the 
doctrine, enflesh it, bring it into being. Simultaneously, ordinary 
life springs out at the reader in all its freshness." 

• "In an age of anxiety and cynicism, Luguri's haiku remind us of 
the innocence of childhood, informed by a vision of 
completeness, wholeness and perfection." 

 
I've been unable to locate and read any of James Luguri's essays and 
aphorisms, but fortunately John McEntyre includes snippets from one 
essay, lecture, or letter on haiku that Luguri wrote: 
 

Haiku do not communicate "enlightenment"; they do not 
communicate at all unless they manage to remind us that 
we have already been enlightened and often enough―only 
in ways so ordinary that we never imagined they could 
count for anything. A good haiku makes us realize we were 
wrong... . Unlike much western poetry, haiku by and large 
leave the alas unsaid. So Shiki's "A poppy bloomed / and in 
the same day's wind / fell and was scattered." Here is no 
lament, no lacrimae rerum,18 not even an insistence on 
inevitable loss: just this flower, just this wind, just their 
mutual movements. 

 
Haiku writing for Luguri was clearly not a scientific exercise or even a 
literary pursuit. He probably would have agreed that a good haiku isn't 
attained by getting the correct names of things down on paper and into a 
reader's head, although he occasionally did employ the common names 
of garden flowers and various flora and fauna in his 99 other haiku! 
The act of writing for him was something more like an arrow prayer of 
gratitude, a brief record of a fortuitous moment, a modest nod after a 
nudge from the eternal. Haiku's purpose for him wasn't didacticism, 
persuasion, or confession. It was a chaste revealing of his heart. 
Serendipity is a hallmark of his and all good haiku, something not to be 
strived for at all, but accepted openly as a gift from a child, like grace. 
His poems are the remains of his least self's husk. When reading Luguri's 
haiku on "Not asking their names," and for that matter, when reading 

                                                 
18 This is a famous phrase from Virgil's Aeneid that translates as "the tears of things, the 
tears at the heart of things, the tragedy of life." See https://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/sunt%2Blacrimae%2Brerum.  

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/sunt%2Blacrimae%2Brerum
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/sunt%2Blacrimae%2Brerum
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many of his other poems, it's difficult not to recall that familiar passage 
from Jesus' Sermon on the Mount: 
 

Therefore I tell you, do not be anxious about your life, 
what you shall eat or what you shall drink, nor about your 
body, what you shall put on. Is not life more than food, and 
the body more than clothing? Look at the birds of the air: 
they neither sow nor reap nor gather into barns, and yet 
your heavenly Father feeds them. Are you not of more 
value than they? And which of you by being anxious can 
add one cubit to his span of life? And why are you anxious 
about clothing? Consider the lilies of the field, how they 
grow; they neither toil nor spin; yet I tell you, even 
Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like one of 
these.19  

 
More from To Make a World: One Hundred Haiku and One Waka20  

The narcissus opens: 
nothing to believe, 
nothing to doubt. 

Between every rung 
of the rusted fire-escape 
blue sky. 

Spring sun 
in the pinetree: the least needle 
glistens 

Sparrows 
pass through fence links 
like nothing. 

Staring and staring 
at the stream: something I can't see 
keeps making ripples. 

Thin kite strings 
connect a handful of children 
with the sky. 

Between every rung 
of the rusted fire-escape 
blue sky. 

Walking among 
these pines, even my shadow 
disappears. 

 

                                                 
19 Matthew 6:25-29.  
20 Note that Luguri sometimes adds an additional pause (i.e., punctuation) in the middle 
of the second line, something not done very often by other haiku poets. It's a technique 
that others might imitate as a way to slow and calm readers down.  
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In the only tall grass 
left still to mow, the mower 
having his lunch. 

We stand parting: 
the winter wind whips my words 
back into my face. 

Silent flowers 
grow even more quiet 
as evening falls. 

Fresh snow covering 
everything: tiny birds with 
not a thing in mind. 

Autumn evening: 
calling out "I'm home!" 
to find an empty house. 

Winter moonlight: 
shadows of these lobster traps grow 
large enough to hold me. 

An instant 
after landing, the leaf appears 
never to have fallen. 

Full winter moon: 
this dead tree and I are made 
to share a shadow. 

Old photographs: 
how I long to know my parents 
before I was born.21 

Winter midnight walk: 
a steady white breathing 
of me and of stars. 

All Souls Day: 
helping up my mother 
from her mother's grave. 

Afternoons lengthen: 
from somewhere a buzzing saw 
sounds unhurried. 

Far down the road: 
to see my father's face 
I must hurry. 

A crocus or two 
through the icy window: 
faces in a dream. 

To become detached, 
only consider the tiny 
green caterpillar 
grown content to make a world 
of one swaying grassblade. 

 

 

                                                 
21 Titled "Autumn," this haiku first appeared in Modern Haiku, Volume XI, Number 3, 
autumn 1980, p. 18.  
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"LITTLE PRAYERS" AND THE BLUEBIRD: THOMAS MERTON ON HAIKU 
 
He was a poet before he became a Trappist monk, and he remained a 
poet-monk for the rest of his life. But he was never a haiku poet, even 
though he read haiku and talked with others about them. Between 
December 10, 1941, when Thomas Merton entered the Abbey of 
Gethsemani near Bardstown, Kentucky, and December 10, 1968, when 
he exited this world in Bangkok, Thailand, accidentally electrocuted in 
his room at the Oriental Hotel, nine main collections of his poems were 
published, each by New Directions: 
 

• Thirty Poems (1944), 
• A Man in the Divided Sea (1946), 
• Figures for an Apocalypse (1947), 
• The Tears of the Blind Lions (1949), 
• The Strange Islands (1957), 
• Original Child Bomb (1962), 
• Emblems of a Season of Fury (1963), 
• Cables to the Ace (1968), and 
• The Geography of Lograire (1968). 

 
A private edition of his Early Poems, 1940-42, was also printed in 
Lexington, Kentucky, by the Anvil Press in 1971. These books were all 
gathered in 1977 in The Collected Poems of Thomas Merton, a 1,048-
page tome that also includes his previously unpublished Sensation Time 
at the Home (1968), as well as his uncollected poems, humorous verse, 
translations of his French poems, his translations of others' poems, drafts 
and fragments of poems, and a selection of his concrete poems. What 
would have made the volume "complete" would have been a selection of 
his drawings and photographs, but those have been published 
elsewhere.22  
 
In an editorial for the summer 1990 issue of The Merton Seasonal 
(Volume 15, Number 3) titled "Thomas Merton and the East," Robert E. 
Daggy writes:  
 

                                                 
22 See, for example, A Hidden Wholeness: The Visual World of Thomas Merton, with 
photographs by Merton and photographs and text by John Howard Griffin (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin, 1979). Also see Dialogues with Silence: Prayers & Drawings, edited 
and introduced by Jonathan Montaldo (New York: HarperOne, 2004).  
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Merton dabbled in Eastern calligraphic art, producing dozens of 
calligraphy-like drawings, and he experimented with Eastern 
literary forms, sometimes with masterful effect as in his 
"interpretations" of Taoist sayings in The Way of Chuang Tzu. 
There is not much evidence in his surviving poetry that Japanese 
haiku (a seventeen syllable poem) engrossed him or that he 
played with the form in English. But he did include a "Haiku 
Section" in the fourth and final issue of his magazine, Monks 
Pond, and number of poets (most notably Ron Seitz) have been 
inspired to haiku by Merton.23  

 
Ron Seitz taught creative writing at the University of Louisville and 
Bellarmine University in Louisville, Kentucky, from the early 1960s 
through the late 1980s and was a personal friend of Thomas Merton. 
He wrote several books to honor Merton and their friendship, including a 
memoir, Song for Nobody: A Memory Vision of Thomas Merton, and two 
chapbooks, The Gethsemani Poems: from within the walls of the Abbey 
of Gethsemani the monastery at Trappist, Kentucky home of Thomas 
Merton monk & poet and Monks Pond Old Hermit Hai!: A Haiku 
Homage to Thomas Merton.24  
 
The 50 haiku in Seitz's haiku collection are accompanied by 13 
calligraphic photoengravings prepared from his black-and-white 
photographs and an introductory free verse poem titled "Haiku Way." 
Seitz's memoir includes a number of his own haiku and remembered 
conversations that he had with Merton about haiku, photography, and 
other topics over a 10-year time span. No haiku written by Merton are 
shared in either book, although Merton's haiku-like "Song for Nobody" 
appears next to the foreword by Brother Patrick Hart, O.C.S.O., of the 
Abbey of Gethsemani, who states, "At last here is the Merton I knew." 

                                                 
23 The short editorial is available at http://merton.org/ITMS/Seasonal/seasonal1990.aspx, 
along with Bonnie B. Thurston's useful 6-page "Thomas Merton and Eastern Religions: 
A Bibliography." Moreover, Robert E. Daggy edited and wrote the introduction to the 
352-page Monks Pond: Thomas Merton's Little Magazine, a single-volume facsimile 
reprint of all four issues that were compiled and edited by Merton from the spring 
through the winter of 1968 and, "as long as there are copies...given away free to 
contributors and to those who ask for them" (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 
1989, p. 5). 
24 Ron Seitz's 1993 memoir was published by Triumph Books, Liguori, Missouri, and his 
1985 and 1988 chapbooks were published by Larkspur Press, Monterey, Kentucky. 
The Mechanic of Tears was published in 1991 by Sulgrave Press, Louisville, Kentucky. 
Sadly, Ron Seitz died accidentally in his home on June 19, 2011.  

http://merton.org/ITMS/Seasonal/seasonal1990.aspx
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Early in his memoir, while listening to the liturgy at Merton's funeral 
mass, Ron Seitz remembers when Merton had listened to him recite his 
haiku near the hermitage in Gethsemani's woods:  
 

Haiku. The short spontaneous poems that Tom and I so 
loved. "Little prayers," he sometimes called them...."Good! 
Like tiny pieces of candy on the tongue," he said one 
morning as I was dropping them like pebbles into Monks 
Pond. Smiles plopping into ripples of laughter on the 
water. —No gloom then [p. 41]. 

 
At another time, while sitting at Merton's desk at the hermitage, 
Seitz has another memory: 
 

I remember Tom telling me that neither of us could ever 
write haiku poems, really good "true" ones, because "After 
all, we're not Eastern now, are we? I mean, our entire 
consciousness, our way of living, has been formed here in 
the West. And that's something you just can't change 
overnight, if ever. No matter how much reading or Zen 
exercises we practice, eh" [p. 88]. 

 
Later in his memoir, Seitz recalls Merton's teaching him how to see and 
hear, with applications not only for taking photographs, but also for 
writing haiku: 
 

Tom would go on to teach me, when photographing (or 
any other time, for that matter) to stop looking and to 
begin seeing! — Because looking means that you already 
have something in mind for your eye to find; you've set out 
in search of your desired object and have closed off 
everything else presenting itself along the way. But seeing 
is being open and receptive to what comes to the eye; your 
vision total and not targeted... . The same holds for 
listening as opposed to hearing! —You can't approach 
sound or music already knowing or expecting what's to 
come, excluding all else surrounding it. That way you're 
making it do, not allowing it to be... . You can't appreciate 
anything around you if you're always self-conscious, 
thinking, blotting out everything else but you... . As usual, 
Tom was right about all this. And in a short time I was 
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taking 'Zen photos' of weeds, limbs, rocks — all sorts of 
calligraphy... . And, now, I take very few pictures because 
I have to wait (just as in writing haiku) for it to present the 
image to me [pp. 133 and 134].  
 
on the long clean road 
 stretching away to darkness 
the first moon shadows25 

 
In June 1968, Merton invited Seitz along with some of his other close 
friends to a big picnic at Monks Pond. He wanted Seitz to meet his 
closest friend, the poet Robert Lax. Merton and Lax had known each 
other since their shared first year at Columbia University in 1935, and 
their last reunion was that summer.26 In his Song for Nobody (pp. 57-64), 
Seitz recounts the lively and playful way that Lax and Merton conversed 
and interacted with each other and how Lax responded enthusiastically 
when Seitz recited at Merton's request several of his haiku, especially 
this one: 
 

on winter dead grass 
the bird's skinny little legs 
 —far off a dog barks 

 
Jerry Gill also knew Thomas Merton. In fact, along with about 250 other 
monks, he lived at the Abbey of Gethsemani from May 1962 to January 
1970. Married now and living in Hertford, North Carolina, he began 
writing haiku as a 24-year-old Trappist brother in 1964 at Gethsemani. 
In the introduction to his 2006 haiku chapbook, Shadows and Light 
(Excelsior Springs, MO: Shadow Poetry), Gill describes his history as a 
haiku poet:  
 

                                                 
25 The haiku is from Ron Seitz's Monks Pond Old Hermit Hai!: A Haiku Homage to 
Thomas Merton (Monterey, KY: Larkspur Press, 1988, p. 19). 
26 See Michael Mott's The Seven Mountains of Thomas Merton (Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin, 1984, p. 525) and Michael N. McGregor's Pure Act: The Uncommon Life of 
Robert Lax (New York: Fordham University Press, 2015, pp. 16, 18-19, and 291). 
Lax died on September 6, 2000, and at his grave on a hill overlooking Saint Bonaventure 
University, Olean, New York, is engraved on a small natural stone beside his name and 
the years of his birth and death one of his haiku-like poems, all in italics, with his 
characteristic line (/) and stanza (//) breaks:  
  "slow / boat // calm / riv / er // qui / et // land / ing." 
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One of the senior monks [Dom John Eudes Bamberger, 
O.C.S.O.27] had suggested that I look into Buddhism and haiku 
to help me expand intellectually.28 The monastery library had 
R. H. Blyth's monumental four-volume collection of traditional 
Japanese haiku, as well as many books on Buddhism and Zen. 
So I read and read and pondered and tried writing haiku of my 
own. I used to pin a verse on the monastery bulletin board every 
now and then, and I even got permission to send some verses out 
for publication. I've been writing and publishing haiku ever 
since.... 
 
...The monastery of Gethsemani gave birth to, and patiently, 
lovingly nurtured, the shadows and light of this gawky, tentative 
monk/poet. And so I gratefully dedicate this collection to that 
beauteous, understanding, and spacious sanctuary among the 
fields and knobs of Nelson County, Kentucky. The very first verse 
is right out of those years in that ever-remembered place. 

 
in the holy fragrance  
of the blossoming orchard 
 the monastery bell 

 
Merton was Gill's novice master from 1962 to 1964. "As a monk," Gill 
says, "I knew Merton as 'Father Louis.' We never referred to him as 
Thomas Merton." (Gill's monastic name was Brother Mary Matthias.) 
"Thomas Merton (Father Louis)," Gill corrects himself, "had nothing to 
do with my writing haiku. I don't recall ever showing them to him... . 
I DID submit some to Harold Henderson's pamphlet [Haiku West, edited 
and published by Leroy Kanterman in New York City]...and to a 
magazine in Canada [perhaps Eric Amann's Haiku]." Gill reflects, "If I 
were still in the novitiate, Merton would have [had] to approve what I 
was doing. I don't remember the timeline." In 2007, Gill wrote a haibun 

                                                 
27 Dom John Eudes became a Trappist monk in the early 1950s after reading The Seven 
Storey Mountain while he was in the U.S. Navy. Having already earned a medical degree 
before he renounced the world, he was sent by Abbot Dom James Fox to Washington, 
DC, to train to become a psychiatrist and practice pastoral psychology at the monastery. 
Later, at the Abbey of the Genesee, a Trappist monastery in Piffard, New York, he served 
as an abbot for more than 30 years. On his 75th birthday in 2001, he semiretired to live 
the life of a hermit, but continued to write homilies, which, together with his chapter 
talks, are available at http://www.abbotjohneudes.org/.  
28 Jerry Gill notes, "He felt I was too restricted in my 'intellectual life' and that haiku, etc., 
would help broaden my mind. It DID help immensely!" 

http://www.abbotjohneudes.org/
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(i.e., poetic prose with haiku)29 about his memories of his life as a monk, 
"Once Upon a Time,"30 which is reprinted here: 
 

Once upon a time, a gray, balding man now 66 was a young 
Trappist monk at the monastery of Gethsemani in Kentucky. 
Early Spring here in eastern North Carolina where he now lives, 
he especially and fondly remembers those glorious early Spring 
mornings out in the apple orchard 40 years ago.  
 
He remembers being out there in the crisp, cool dawn 
meticulously pruning the awaiting trees with a hand clipper, a 
long-handled "lopper," a pole saw, and, of course, a wooden 
ladder. 
He remembers the sun's rising over the distant, wooded knobs. 
He remembers the ethereal calls of the redwing blackbirds and 
their hustle and bustle everywhere beneath the sun. 
He remembers the mingled fragrances of the apple, cedar, and 
evergreen trees, of the early flowers, of the calf and horse 
pastures, and of the warming, greening grass. 
He remembers the distant, regular tolling of the bell. 
He remembers pausing every now and then in his work to 
worship by taking it all in, and by breathing deeply the warm, 
fragrant air. 
He remembers the silence of this holy place. 
He remembers living that life for God alone with 250 other 
monks who also lived for God alone. 
For he knew that a monk is an insignificant, fragile human being 
who lives for God alone along with all the rest of this verdant, 
blossoming, divine creation. 
 
Now.... 
 
dozing in spring warmth 
a former monk wakes up 
when a church bell rings 

                                                 
29 According to the Haiku Society of America, "A haibun is a terse, relatively short prose 
poem in the haikai style, usually including both lightly humorous and more serious 
elements. A haibun usually ends with a haiku" (see http://www.hsa-
haiku.org/archives/HSA_Definitions_2004.html).  
30 "Once Upon a Time" was published by Contemporary Haibun Online in June 2007 
(Volume 3, Number 2) at http://contemporaryhaibunonline.com/pages32/Jerry_Gill.html.  

http://www.hsa-haiku.org/archives/HSA_Definitions_2004.html
http://www.hsa-haiku.org/archives/HSA_Definitions_2004.html
http://contemporaryhaibunonline.com/pages32/Jerry_Gill.html
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For the past 10 years or so, usually by e-mail and "snail mail" and 
sometimes in person, Jerry Gill has shared with me, among other things, 
his thoughts on Merton's understanding of haiku. Besides being an 
accomplished haiku poet, Gill is an ardent lover of Mozart's music and a 
marathon runner to boot. I once asked him if Merton ever wrote any 
haiku: 
 

As far as I know, he never wrote any, or at least I've never 
seen any he wrote. Maybe one day someone will discover 
some of his haiku and publish them, if he ever wrote any. 
Every aspect of Merton's life has been written about. I've 
read very many of his published books, my favorite being 
The Sign of Jonas, but haven't read that many books about 
Merton. However, he's still one of my "spiritual" mentors 
and guides. "Spiritual" in quotes. Like haiku, the 
"spiritual" can mean anything to anyone and perhaps 
nothing.  

 
Gill also shared the following insights about Merton's relationship with 
haiku after we discussed by e-mail several passages from Ron Seitz's 
memoir, Song for Nobody: 
 

I doubt that Merton would have written haiku in Seitz's 
style. Merton's would have been simpler and less lofty—
more about birds and snakes in his woodpile and deer 
running in front of his hermitage or the crackling fire in 
his fireplace. He would have been more like Issa than like 
Bashō. Merton was much more human and less lofty and 
mystical than books about him make him out to be. 
His "spiritual life" was this, in his own words: "How I 
pray is breathe." He was almost disconcertingly "down to 
earth." I thought the third quote from Seitz was revealing. 
He and Merton had the common misunderstanding that 
haiku were Zen poems. Of course, you and I know that 
95% or more of haiku had no connection with Zen. Even 
most of Bashō's poems weren't Zennish. I doubt that the 
"old pond/frog jumps in" haiku was a full-blown Zen 
experience. Haiku were mostly literary productions with a 
whole ready-made language and vocabulary to choose 
from. In fact, no haiku could ever truly capture the Zen 
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experience, as Merton surely knew. But this doesn't 
invalidate haiku as poetry.  

 
Thomas Merton in his letters, poetry, and journals could be quite 
mercurial. For example, in one of his early letters to Daisetz T. Suzuki, 
from April 11, 1959, part of a correspondence that eventually led to his 
visiting with Suzuki at Columbia University in June 1964 on one of his 
rare trips outside the monastery, Merton thanks Suzuki for his interest 
"in the Zen-like sayings of the Desert Fathers" and promises to send him 
a copy of the manuscript of his then current book in process, The Wisdom 
of the Desert, which was eventually published by New Directions in 
1961.31 He then goes on in the letter to make the following statement 
about his attitude toward writing haiku in English: 
 

We in the West are ready to talk about things like Zen and about 
a hundred and one other things besides, but we are not so eager 
to do the things that Zen implies: and that is what really counts. 
I only wish there were some way I could come in contact with 
some very elementary Zen discipline, even if it were only 
something like archery or flower arrangement. At the moment, 
I occasionally meet my own kind of Zen master, in passing, and 
for a brief moment. For example, the other day a bluebird sitting 
on a fence post suddenly took off after a wasp, dived for it, 
missed, and instantly returned to the same position on the fence 
post as if nothing had ever happened. A brief, split-second lesson 
in Zen. If I only knew some Japanese I would put it into a haiku, 
but in English the seventeen syllables somehow seem to have no 
justification except as translations from Japanese. But the gist of 
it would be that the birds never stop to say "I missed" because, in 
fact, whether they catch the wasp or not, they never miss, and 
neither does Zen. We in the West are the ones with the hit-or-
miss outlook on life, and so we hit and we miss. And in both 
cases the results are likely to be tragic. I fear our successes more 
than our failures. 

 

                                                 
31 The letter and other letters to D. T. Suzuki appear in The Hidden Ground of Love: 
The Letters of Thomas Merton on Religious Experience and Social Concerns, selected 
and edited by William H. Shannon (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1985, 
p. 563). 
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In his letter, Merton was anticipating by 4 years or so what R. H. Blyth 
would write in A History of Haiku, Volume Two (Tokyo: Hokuseido 
Press, 1964, 1998, p. 349):  
 

...wherever haiku are composed, the problem of the form must 
arise. Europeans and Americans have to decide whether their 
haiku are to be rhyming couplets or triplets, alliterative verse, 
free verse, what some rude people call "a dribble of prose," or 
in five, seven, five syllables as in Japanese. As far as the last is 
concerned, a strict adherence to 5, 7, 5 syllables in English has 
produced some odd translations of Japanese haiku.  

 
If Merton later on ordered a copy of Blyth's History of Haiku for the 
monastery's library (and for his novices to study),32 he might then have 
read the latter's succinct recommendations for writing haiku in English 
(ibid., pp. 350 and 351):  
 

The philosophic significance of 5, 7, 5, in Japanese syllables, 
may be this. Seventeen such syllables are one emission of breath, 
one exhalation of soul. The division into three gives us the 
feeling of ascent, attainment, and resolution of experience. Five, 
five, is symmetry; five seven, and seven five, are asymmetry, 
double that of symmetry, which is proper in our geometrical but 
fortuitous universe. The haiku form is thus a simple and yet 
deeply "natural" form, compared to the sonnet, blank verse, and 
other borrowed forms of verse in English. The ideal, that is, the 
occasionally attainable haiku form in English, would perhaps be 
three short lines, the second a little longer than the other two; 
a two-three-two rhythm, but not regularly iambic or anapaestic; 
rhyme avoided, even if felicitous and accidental. A season word 
is not necessary, nor even a season, but is greatly advantageous, 
as suggesting one quarter of the year in time. 

 
Reading this inviting summary, Merton might have been persuaded to 
attempt writing a few haiku of his own. Unfortunately, there is no record 
that he read any of Blyth's works or his History of Haiku in particular. 

                                                 
32 Jerry Gill notes, "I don't remember if the library had Blyth's History of Haiku. I don't 
believe there was a card catalogue in the library back then. I think you just took the books 
out and brought them back when you finished, but I'm not absolutely sure on this. Things 
might be different now, however." 
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Merton did read many of Suzuki's works and told him so in his initial 
letter to him on March 12, 1959 (The Hidden Ground of Love, p. 561): 
 

The one who writes to you is a monk, a Christian, and a so-
called contemplative of a rather strict Order. A monk, also, who 
has tried to write some books about the contemplative life and 
who, for better or worse, has a great love of and interest in Zen.  
 
I will not be so foolish as to pretend to you that I understand 
Zen. To be frank, I hardly understand Christianity. And I often 
feel that those who think they know all about the teachings of 
Christ and His church are not so close to the target as they think. 
And I think, too, that many of the Americans who are excited 
about Zen are perhaps dealing with something in their own 
imagination, and not with a reality... 
 
All I know is that when I read your books—and I have read many 
of them— and above all when I read English versions of the little 
verses in which the Zen masters point their finger to something 
which flashed out at the time, I feel a profound and intimate 
agreement. Time after time, as I read your pages, something in 
me says, "That's it!" Don't ask me what. I have no desire to 
explain it to anybody, or to justify it to anybody, or to analyze if 
for myself. I have my own way to walk, and for some reason or 
other Zen is right in the middle of it wherever I go. So there it is, 
with all its beautiful purposelessness, and it has become very 
familiar to me though I do not know "what it is." Or even if it is 
an "it." Not to be foolish and multiply words, I'll say simply that 
it seems to me that Zen is the very atmosphere of the Gospels, 
and the Gospels are bursting with it. It is the proper climate for 
any monk, no matter what kind of monk he may be. If I could not 
breathe Zen I would probably die of spiritual asphyxiation. But 
still I don't know what it is. No matter. I don't know what the air 
is either. 

 
Among Suzuki's books that Merton read, it is presumed, was Zen and 
Japanese Culture, first published in 1938 (and republished in 2010 by 
Princeton University Press with an introduction by Richard M. Jaffe); 
it includes an extensive chapter on the relationship of Zen and haiku, 
along with haiku translations. The "English versions of the little verses" 
that Merton read, if they were haiku, were most likely translated 
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therefore by Suzuki. Given Jerry Gill's account of reading Blyth's four-
volume Haiku from the Abbey of Gethsemani's library, the translations 
could also have been by Blyth.  
 
Although there is no evidence that Merton wrote any haiku, a number of 
passages in his personal prose writings resemble haibun.33 For example, 
consider his autobiographical essay, Day of a Stranger (Salt Lake City, 
UT: Gibbs M. Smith, 1981). It was initially composed at the request of a 
South American editor and contains short descriptive prose passages 
written in the present tense, the latter being one of the characteristics of 
haibun (and haiku also). In fact, Robert E. Daggy, who wrote the book's 
introduction, calls the entire essay one of Merton's "prose poems" (p. 19). 
Both his clear, sometimes humorous prose and plain black-and-white 
agrarian photographs (chosen by Daggy) calmly capture "a typical day" 
in 1965 at his then new concrete block hermitage in the woods near the 
Abbey of Gethsemani. They reveal, too, Merton's playful nature, as in 
the following anti-definition of his hermitage life (p. 41) and in a Saint 
Francis-like passage that poses as a Zen koan (p. 51): 
 

This is not a hermitage – it is a house. ("Who was that hermitage 
I seen you with last night? ...") What I wear is pants. What I do is 
live. How I pray is breathe. Who said Zen? Wash out your mouth 
if you said Zen. If you see a meditation going by, shoot it. Who 
said "Love?" Love is in the movies. The spiritual life is 
something that people worry about when they are so busy with 
something else they think they ought to be spiritual. Spiritual life 
is guilt. Up here in the woods is seen the New Testament: that is 
to say, the wind comes through the trees and you breathe it. Is it 
supposed to be clear? I am not inviting anybody to try it. Or 
suggesting that one day the message will come saying NOW. 
That is none of my business.  

                                                 
33 Moreover, parts of some of Merton's sensory-laden, imagistic poems, especially those 
from 1968, could be isolated as "found haiku" or "found haibun," a subject (perhaps) for 
another to pursue in more depth. For examples of "found haiku," see the following lines 
from his "Reading Translated Poets, Feb. 1" in The Collected Poems (ibid., pp. 621-623): 
"Outside me is night / In which iron sleet / Talks everywhere." Also see the following 
from his "Early Blizzard" (pp. 650-651): "No more loud Fall / October is suddenly over / 
Sunk in snow." From the same poem: "I go knee deep in silence / Where the storm 
smokes and stings / The chattering leaves." Examples of "found haibun" in The Collected 
Poems are "Darjeeling" (pp. 700-701) and "Kandy Express" (pp. 715-721), both of which 
appeared first in his Asian Journal (New York: New Directions, 1975).  
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... 
 
Sermon to the birds: "Esteemed friends, birds of noble lineage, 
I have no message to you except this: be what you are: be birds. 
Thus you will be your own sermon to yourselves!" 
 
Reply: "Even this is one sermon too many!" 

 
"How I pray is breathe," which Jerry Gill remembered, may have been 
one of Merton's everyday expressions.34 Along with many other readers 
of Merton's many writings, Gill also singles out another of Merton's 
prose poems as being one of his favorites: "I especially love the 'Fire 
Watch' section of The Sign of Jonas. I remember doing the fire watch in 
the old church. I loved it for the same reasons Merton did."  
 
Evidence regarding Thomas Merton's on-again, off-again relationship 
with haiku appears elsewhere in his writings, glinting like sunlight 
sparkling off bits of quartz disturbed along a trail. In an April 1963 essay 
in Jubilee (p. 27) that was reprinted that year in his Emblems of a Season 
of Fury, Merton commented on Raïssa Maritain's poem "Recipe," one of 
12 of her poems that he had translated and that are now included in his 
Collected Poems (ibid., pp. 962-969):35 
 

Her verse is so devoid of artifice, so pure of ornament and 
mannerism, that it has the immediacy of a Japanese drawing. 
One of them (Recipe) has the terse and enigmatic simplicity of 
haiku. One thinks instinctively of visual analogies for her poetic 
experience precisely because it is so immediate and so pure. 
[The poem "Recipe" reads in its entirety as follows:] 

                                                 
34 Compare Merton's saying with Dom John Chapman's "Pray as you can, and do not try 
to pray as you can't!" Dom John's oft-repeated advice first appeared in a letter dated 
September 4, 1932, "to a Lady Living in the World" on p. 109 of The Spiritual Letters of 
Dom John Chapman, O.S.B, Fourth Abbot of Downside (London: Sheed and Ward, 1935, 
2nd edition enlarged, edited with an introduction by Dom Roger Hudleston, O.S.B, of the 
same abbey).  
35 This quotation was noted by Fr. Michael Sherwin, O.P., in "Raïssa Maritain: 
Philosopher, Poet, Mystic," Catholic Dossier, 5, No. 4 (July-August 1999), pp. 23-29 
(reprinted at https://www.catholiceducation.org/en/culture/art/raissa-maritain-
philosopher-poet-mystic.html).  

https://www.catholiceducation.org/en/culture/art/raissa-maritain-philosopher-poet-mystic.html
https://www.catholiceducation.org/en/culture/art/raissa-maritain-philosopher-poet-mystic.html
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Not heart not soul—some spirit 
Very little azure—a lot of palms 

 
On February 4, 1967, near the close of one of his playful "anti-letters" to 
Robert Lax, Merton wrote the following parody of a definition for and an 
example of haiku:36 
 

I will now close with a topical poem of small statures and low 
degree: as it were a haiko: 

As they drew near 
To the hermitage 
They caught the strains 
Of a fox trot 
Can this be equaled 
Even in Kalymnos? 

 
On December 18, 1967, Merton wrote in his journal: "Reading Bashō 
again. Deeply moved by the purity and beauty of his travel notes and 
Haiku."37 He then copied part of a passage from one of Bashō's haibun, 
The Records of a Travel-Worn Satchel (Oi no Kobumi), as it appears in 
Nobuyuki Yuasa's 1966 Penguin translation (in which the haiku are 
translated into quatrains!):38 
 

...all who have achieved real excellence in any art, possess 
one thing in common, that is, a mind to obey nature, to be 
one with nature[,] throughout the four seasons of the year. 
Whatever such a mind sees is [a] flower, and whatever 
such a mind dreams of is [the] moon. It is only a 
barbarous mind that sees other than the flower, merely an 
animal mind that dreams of other than the moon. The first 
lesson for the artist is, therefore, to learn how to overcome 

                                                 
36 Thomas Merton and Robert Lax, A Catch of Anti-letters (Kansas City, MO: Sheed & 
Ward, 1994, p. 111), with a foreword by Brother Patrick Hart. 
37 The Other Side of the Mountain: The End of the Journey, edited by Brother Patrick 
Hart O.C.S.O. (New York: HarperSanFranciso, 1998). 
38 See pp. 71 and 72 of Bashō: The Narrow Road to the Deep North and Other Travel 
Sketches (London: Penguin Books, 1966, reprinted 1975). For a more recent and 
complete collection of Bashō's haibun, see Bashō's Journey: The Literary Prose of 
Matsuo Bashō, translated by David Landis Barnhill (Albany, NY: State University of 
New York Press, 2005). Barnhill also translated Bashō's Haiku: Selected Poems of 
Matsuo Bashō (Albany, NY: State University of New York Press, 2004).  
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such barbarism and animality, to follow nature, to be one 
with nature.  

 
Merton's journal shows that he started reading this edition of Bashō's 
longer haibun, which features The Narrow Road to the Deep North 
(Oku no Hosomichi), on November 28, 1967:  
 

...began a new Penguin containing Bashō's travel notes. 
Completely shattered by them. One of the most beautiful 
books I have ever read in my life. It gives me a whole new 
(old) view of my own life. The whole thing is pitched right 
on my tone. Deeply moving in every kind of way. Seldom 
have I found a book to which I responded so totally.  

 
On December 26, 1967, Merton wrote a short letter (by his standards) to 
a close friend who lived in California, Wilbur H. Ferry, in which he 
described a new venture:39 
 

Now for the Christmas cracker: guess what I am doing: editing a 
magazine. Probably mimeographed only, and certainly will be 
restricted to four issues (at least that's my plan, unless the tumult 
of encores is so vast that it drowns out everything else). Poetry, 
creative stuff, Asian relig. texts, or other unusual material 
(Hasidic stories, etc.)... Can you stir up other poets and creative 
types? And how about some sharp comment from you about 
something?... Already have some fine poetry from good people. 
It's grooving. Will put bits of Lograire in it too. Outlet. Lot of 
fun. 
 
Only problem may be the boys in the back room here. There is 
one little fellow who is quite censorious and turns me in when my 
material does not meet his nice sensibilities. Some of my artisti 
may come up with four-letter words... First issue should be ready 
for the press in three weeks. 
 
Title of the magazine so far is Monks Pond. 

                                                 
39 See The Hidden Ground of Love: The Letters of Thomas Merton on Religious 
Experience and Social Concerns, selected and edited by William H. Shannon (New York: 
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1985, p. 236).  
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"Bashō by Buson" 

 
Mono ieba 

Kuchibiru samushi 
Aki no kaze 

 
When I speak, 

My lips feel cold— 
The autumn wind. 

 
Matsuo Bashō 

(translated by R. H. Blyth) 
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No more now, I have to go out and look at a pond and perhaps 
photograph it, anyhow study it carefully, so as to imitate 
faithfully. Bashō's frog.40  

 
According to William Shannon, Merton in the fall of 1968 "wanted to 
search out a possible site for a hermitage and, with this goal in view, 
'Ping' Ferry drove him along the Pacific coast on a trip of several days. 
Then on October 15, 1968, he saw Thomas Merton off on the plane that 
was to take him to Asia."41 Although he edited the last issue of Monks 
Pond, Merton never held a printed copy. For that winter 1968 issue, 
Merton included an 8-page "Haiku Section" with contributions by Chris 
Meatyard, Wendell Berry, Matthias "Ginn," Ann Jonas, Raymond 
Roseliep, Pat Dinsmore, and Joel Weishaus. Although Merton probably 
did not write any haiku (at least not intentionally), the poems he chose 
for his magazine's final issue help reveal his understanding of what a 
haiku is or might be.  
 
Chris Meatyard is a son of Ralph Eugene Meatyard, an optician and 
photographer from Lexington, Kentucky, who corresponded with and 
took photos of Merton and the Abbey of Gethsemani, among other local 
subjects. Chris Meatyard's contribution to Monks Pond, written when he 
was just 13 years old and titled "We Flowers," doesn't follow the haiku 
form, although its spirit is haiku-like: "We flowers / are here, / When TS 
says stop."42 Wendell Berry is a well-known farmer, poet, professor, 
environmentalist, and author from Henry County, Kentucky, who co-
authored The Unforeseen Wilderness (1971) with his friend, Ralph 
Eugene Meatyard, to save the Red River Gorge from a dam that was 
going to be built by the Army Corps of Engineers. Wendell Berry's two 
pages in the last Monks Pond include seven "Imitations of Haiku," the 
first of which is "I will never sleep: / the thought of the telephone / 
ringing in the night." According to the Thomas Merton Center at 

                                                 
40 For an earlier allusion to Bashō's frog, read the next-to-last paragraph of Merton's New 
Seeds of Contemplation (New York, NY: New Directions, 1961, pp. 296-297): "…like 
the Japanese poet Bashō we hear an old frog land in a quiet pond with a solitary splash." 
Essentially a paraphrase of Bashō's most famous haiku, it's used by Merton as the final 
example of the way that God plays "in the garden of His creation" and as an echoing 
invitation to join in or at least have "a glimpse of the cosmic dance." 
41 Ibid., p. 201. 
42 See p. 268, Monks Pond: Thomas Merton's Little Magazine (Lexington: University 
Press of Kentucky, 1989, p. 5). A note below the poem states that "TS means a group for 
organized public (police)." In the "Notes on Contributors," Merton indicates that the 
haiku section "includes other poems of an innocent temper similar to haiku" (p. 346).  
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Bellarmine University, "Br. Matthias Gill was a Trappist monk of 
Gethsemani Abbey. He was also a contributor to the fourth edition of 
Monks Pond (incorrectly listed as Matthias Ginn)."43 One of his four 
haiku reads as follows: "in the morning / red-eyed and yawning / the 
April wind." The first of Ann Jonas's two haiku in Merton's little 
magazine reads as follows: "After the skaters: / Rice paper, calligraphy. / 
Scribes have come and gone." She also had haiku in the fall 1968 issue 
of the Southern Humanities Review (Vol. III, No. 4, p. 364) and, 
according to Merton's "Notes on Contributors," was a native of 
Louisville and had been published in the Colorado Quarterly and 
Latitudes. Raymond Roseliep was a Roman Catholic priest from 
Dubuque, Iowa, and was a well-known, award-winning haiku poet. 
His several experimental contributions to the last issue of Monks Pond 
led off with a two-stanza poem titled "Turkey": "All the way home I / 
picked the best feathers for my / indian headdress // and so my mother / 
hadn't much of a fan for / her coming illness." According to the Library 
of Congress's 1973 Catalog of Copyright Entries, Third Series, Pat 
Dinsmore published Star Light in a limited edition and previously had 
poems published in Puerto del Sol, Tolar Creek Syndicate, and others. 
Dinsmore's six Monks Pond poems include "The pain of / seeing a / new 
moon / behind a / cloud." Joel Weishaus, then of San Francisco, now of 
Portland, is a digital archivist, poet, and author who in 1982 edited and 
wrote the introduction to Thomas Merton's Woods, Shore, Desert: 
A Notebook, May 1968, with photographs by Merton (Santa Fe, NM: 
Museum of New Mexico Press). Weishaus's Monks Pond contribution is 
a meditative haibun set in California and titled "Thursday Morning" that 
concludes with a haiku in italics: "wind thru the trees, / one leaf / 
dancing."  
 
In less than a year after starting his little magazine, Thomas Merton 
would be on the road for good, leaving behind his home and pond in 
Kentucky, and writing his own Asian travel journal, all the while coming 
nearer to the unsuspected completion of a lifelong journey into the deep 
interior.  
 

                                                 
43 See the Thomas Merton Center at Bellarmine University, "Thomas Merton's 
Correspondence with Gill, Matthias, Br., O.C.S.O. (also Gerald Gill)," at 
http://www.merton.org/research/Correspondence/y1.aspx?id=758.  

http://www.merton.org/research/Correspondence/y1.aspx?id=758
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"HAUNTEDNESS-OF-MIND": A MINI-LESSON FROM JACK KEROUAC 
 

                 A scene  
should be selected by  
the writer, for haunted-  
ness-of-mind interest.  
  If you're not haunted  
  by something, as by a  
    dream, a vision, or  
  a memory, which are  
    involuntary, you're not  
interested or even involved.  

 
What Jack Kerouac says here44 applies indirectly to the writing of haiku 
and haibun, not just directly to his method of writing free verse and 
fiction. That's probably because he was at heart a practicing haiku poet 
and a haibunist of epic proportions, especially in the first half of 
Desolation Angels, an autobiographical novel published in 1965 but 
written partly from a journal that he kept in 1956 atop Desolation Peak in 
the Skagit Valley of northwest Washington while he was working as a 
fire lookout. The novel's second half is titled "Passing Through," which 
is "a metaphor for traveling and, later on, a metaphor for life itself," 
according to Regina Weinreich.45 This half of the novel was written in 
1961 and continues the narration after he descends from the mountain 
and goes to Mexico, Tangiers, France, London, and back to America. 
Kerouac eventually finished at sea level in 1969 at the age of 47 in St. 
Petersburg, Florida. 
 
Kerouac's seemingly off-handed "hauntedness-of-mind" reminder to 
himself (a glimpse into, not a last word on, his guiding principles) was 
written a few years before he spent 63 solitary summer days and nights 
on a mountaintop, unlike Han Shan the Tang poet, who at least had 
Shih Te, his sidekick friend, for company. The reminder appears at the 
end of a two-page set of prosaic, on-the-run jottings in a section titled 
"1954 Richmond Hill Sketch on Van Wyck Boulevard." After describing 
the "Faultless Fuel Oil" building as a "bleakness...lost in a void it cant 

                                                 
44 In Book of Sketches, edited by George Condo (New York: Penguin Books, 2006, 
p. 65). 
45 For an analysis of Desolation Angels, see pp. 89-118 of Regina Weinreich's The 
Spontaneous Poetics of Jack Kerouac: A Study of the Fiction (New York: Marlowe & 
Company, 1995).  
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[sic] understand...[with] a neat Tao of its own," Kerouac concludes that 
"this scene is of no interest to me. & is only an example."46  
 
The lesson to be gleaned from these two sketched sentences composed in 
a breast pocket notebook from 1954 is that an effective haiku or haibun 
first has to focus on a single, deeply felt, haunting experience. After that, 
and honestly only after that, should the mechanics of writing come into 
play, such as, in haiku, using 10 to 12 syllables (without fixating on 
minimalism), striving to employ plain yet musical language (not pidgin 
English), including a seasonal word (even if it's just the name of the 
season or the month), and presenting at least one or two sensory images. 
When lived experience melds with honed craft, the resulting creation, 
whether poem, prose, or both, survives in an eternal now that can be 
reread and interpreted and relived multiple times with immediate 
enjoyment, as long as readers are awake, too, and alert to the stimulus or 
alarms in the work itself.  
 
That's what Jack Kerouac accomplished in a number of his more 
traditional, Buddhist-based haiku, such as the ones he wrote atop 
Desolation Peak, as well as in his more experimental poems he liked to 
call "pops":47 
 
Debris on the lake 
   —my soul 
Is upset 

The taste 
   of rain— 
Why kneel? 

Aurora Borealis 
   over Hozomeen— 
The void is stiller 

Aurora Borealis 
   over Mount Hozomeen— 
The world is eternal 

Thunder in the mountains— 
   the iron 
Of my mother's love 

Mist before the peak 
   —the dream 
Goes on 

 

                                                 
46 In Book of Sketches, pp. 63-65. 
47 See, especially, pp. 81-104 in Book of Haikus, edited by Regina Weinreich (New York: 
Penguin Books, 2003). Also, for Kerouac's definition and practice of "western haikus" 
and haiku prose, see Weinreich's introduction to Book of Haikus (pp. ix-xxxvii), his 
Scattered Poems (San Francisco: City Lights, 1989, pp. 69-70), and Barbara Ungar's 
chapter on Kerouac's haiku in her 1978 Stanford Honors Essay in Humanities XXI titled 
Haiku in English (pp. 21-32), which is available at 
http://simplyhaiku.com/SHv5n4/features/Ungar.html. 

http://simplyhaiku.com/SHv5n4/features/Ungar.html
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Reflected upsidedown 
   in the sunset lake, pines, 
Pointing to infinity 

The red paper 
   waves for the breeze 
—the breeze 

 
Likewise, writing a haibun, if the writing is triggered by a haunting 
experience, is less like performing an exercise with one's imagination, as 
in writing fiction, and more like drafting a spiritual memoir or an 
autobiographical fragment describing actual events in a heightened and 
focused way, which appears to be what Kerouac was doing in the first 
half of Desolation Angels.  
 
Writing our haibun, if focused on experiences that must be told, can help 
us discover some meaning in the past, in particular, our family histories 
and relationships, providing shared parts of a universal story through our 
personal journeys. We shouldn't want to challenge readers with puzzles 
they can't decipher. Rather, we should challenge ourselves to tell stories 
of our ongoing struggles to understand and become reconciled with 
events we've lived through and faced, thereby helping others come to 
terms with similar events they've experienced and have yet to recognize. 
We may even help ourselves as we face an uncertain future.  
 

 
"Desolation Peak Lookout with Mt. Hozomeen in the background" 
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WHY WRITE HAIKU...OR HAIBUN? 
 
1. Why do you write haiku? 
 
Thanks for asking, Curtis,48 but I don't really know. I just keep trying. It's 
an addiction, something else to do besides praying, or maybe it is prayer. 
In 2001, I compiled a top-10 list for someone else as to why I draft 
haiku, and I guess it applies now to my haibun, too:  
 
1. To slow down and forget who I am.  
2. To try to experience the world as a child again (or perhaps for the 

first time).  
3. To record a feeling that may be self-therapeutic when read later on 

(perhaps much later on).  
4. To dump the trash in my head in order to make room for something 

new.  
5. To have something to do while avoiding worse mischief.  
6. To trace an ephemerality or a shadow of something otherwise lost.  
7. To leave a memorial for my family and friends in case the inevitable 

heart attack or car crash comes sooner than expected.  
8. To focus on nothing in particular so as to be that little part of 

everything.  
9. To pray without ceasing (so to speak).  
10. To perhaps let others in on a secret I've only overheard faintly while 

half asleep. 
 
2. What other poetic forms do you enjoy? 
 
I enjoy reading a variety of poetic forms, but mostly English translations 
of David's Psalms and his free verse descendants, such as Walt Whitman, 
Charles Reznikoff, and George Oppen. I also collect and study English 
                                                 
48 These answers are in response to Curtis Dunlap's "Three Questions" series in April 
2008 at http://tobaccoroadpoet.blogspot.com/. Dave Russo of the North Carolina Haiku 
Society (NCHS) later asked me and other NCHS members, "How do you make time for 
poetry?" I replied, "Writing is like praying: Few prayers seem to get an answer, or one 
that's heard, but the act of prayer is what's important. Not writing may be the writer's 
deadly sin. Almost every day, I try to scribble in a notebook (six-ring, loose-leaf, 6 x 3½ 
inch sheets). Sometimes, the entry is just a line in response to words from the Bible, 
Thomas à Kempis, one of my vade mecums. I fill a page if memories haunt me enough to 
make more words emerge. Editing intensifies or completes the process." 

http://tobaccoroadpoet.blogspot.com/
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translations of Marcus Aurelius's notebooks to himself and his prose 
poem descendants, especially Thomas à Kempis. And I enjoy comparing 
English translations of Bashō's and Issa's haibun and reading haibun by 
their many descendants, mostly from the West. Besides haiku, I also 
draft personal voice haibun and occasionally free verse. 
 
3. Of the many wonderful haiku you've written, what do you consider to 
be your top three? (Please provide original publication credits.) 
 
This question is easy to answer because I've written just a few haiku that 
have been published, which might be the only objective gauge as to 
whether any of them can be considered "wonderful." Among those that 
have been published, I have three favorites, in no particular order, based 
on what relatives and friends (or both) have told me over the years:  
 
hazy half-moon 
in an azure-streaked sky… 
wild roadside onions  
 
(written on September 11, 1986; published in Modern Haiku, XIX:2, 
1988) 
 
a few red leaves-- 
strokes of the rower 
quicken near the dock  
 
(written on August 31, 1986; published in Frogpond, XIII:1, 1990) 
 
dark shoreline 
one last cast 
with the wind  
 
(written on July 26, 1987; published in Modern Haiku, XIX:2, 1988)  
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"Portrait of Emperor Marcus Aurelius" 

 
"To move from one unselfish action to another with God in mind. 

Only there, delight and stillness." 
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On writing The Longest Time: 

Writing haibun (and haiku) is like sharing memories with an old 
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